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THE SPECTRAL GAP FOR TRANSFER OPERATORS OF
TORUS EXTENSIONS OVER EXPANDING MAPS
JIANYU CHEN AND HUYI HU
Abstract. We study the spectral gap for transfer operators of the skew prod-
uct F : TdˆTℓ Ñ Td ˆTℓ given by F px, yq “ pTx, y` τpxq pmod Zℓqq, where
T : Td Ñ Td is a C8 uniformly expanding endomorphism, and the fiber map
τ : Td Ñ Rℓ is a C8 map. We construct a Hilbert space W´s for any s ă 0,
which contains all the Ho¨lder functions of Ho¨lder exponents |s| on Td ˆ Tℓ.
Applying the method of semiclassical analysis, we obtain the dichotomy: ei-
ther the transfer operator has a spectral gap on W´s, or τ is an essential
coboundary. In the former case, F mixes exponentially fast for Ho¨lder observ-
ables with Ho¨lder exponents |s|; and in the latter case, either F is not weak
mixing and it is semiconjugate to a circle rotation, or F is unstably mixing,
i.e., it can be approximated by non-mixing skew products.
0. Introduction.
In this paper, we study the spectral gap property for transfer operators of torus
extensions over expanding maps. The systems F : Td ˆ Tℓ Ñ Td ˆ Tℓ that we
consider are of the form F px, yq “ pTx, y`τpxq pmod Zℓqq, which are skew products
with expanding T : Td Ñ Td on the base and torus rotations on the fibers Tℓ with
rotation vectors τpxq P Rℓ for any x P Td. We obtain the following dichotomy:
either the transfer operator of F has a spectral gap on a certain Hilbert space
and therefore the system has exponential decay of correlations with respect to the
smooth invariant measure, or the rotation function τpxq over Td is an essential
coboundary. When the base map T is fixed, the former case is open and dense in
the C0 topology of the space of skew products. The latter implies that either the
system is not weak mixing and is semiconjugate to an expanding endomorphism
crossing a circle rotation, or it is unstably mixing and can be approximated by
non-mixing skew products.
A Hilbert space, denoted byW´s for any s ă 0, is constructed using the Sobolov
spaces, which is contained in the distribution space and contains all Ho¨lder functions
of Ho¨lder exponents |s| over the phase space TdˆTℓ of F (see Remark 2.2). It is well
known that restricted to L2pTd`ℓq, the transfer operator does not have spectral gap.
We define the Hilbert space W´s such that its norm is stronger along Td-direction
and weaker along Tℓ-direction.
The method we use to get the spectral gap and thus the exponential mixing prop-
erty is the semiclassical analysis. Instead of the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius transfer
operator, we use dual, the Koopman operator pF , acting on the dual spaceWs of the
Hilbert spaceW´s. By Fourier transform along Tℓ, the fiber direction, the operatorpF can be decomposed to a family of operators t pFνuνPZℓ , where ν is the frequency.
Such operators can be regarded as Fourier integral operators. Using semiclassical
analysis we show that if τ is not an essential coboundary, then the spectral radius
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of pFν is strictly less than 1 for all ν ­“ 0, while 1 is the only leading eigenvalue ofpF0 on the unit circle and it is simple. Moreover, Proposition 3.1 shows that the
essential spectral radius of every pFν is uniformly bounded by a positive number
ρ1 P p0, 1q. Further, we obtain in Proposition 3.2 that for all ν of sufficiently large
magnitude, the operator norms of t pFn
ν
unPN decay exponentially fast (in terms of n)
with a uniform rate ρ2 P p0, 1q. We hence prove that the Koopman operator pF has
a spectral gap on Ws, and so does the transfer operator on W´s. Therefore the
system F has exponential decay of correlations.
By analyzing the transfer operators, Dolgopyat established in [13] the exponen-
tial mixing property for compact Lie group extensions of expanding maps under a
generic condition called infinitesimally completely non-integrability, which is equiv-
alent to the non-coboundary condition of τpxq if the group is a torus. The crucial
technique used there is now called Dolgopyat’s oscillatory cancellation argument,
and it has been successfully developed to study the rate of mixing for various sys-
tems with neutral direction, see [12], [30], [3], [6], etc. Among all such results, in [11]
Butterley and Eslami studied piecewise C2 circle extensions F and obtained the
dichotomy that either F mixes exponentially, or τ is cohomologous to a piecewise
constant. We remark that their analysis did not provide a finer spectral structure
of the transfer operators.1
In a somewhat different direction, the semiclassical analysis approach is used to
study Ruelle-Pollicott resonances for some hyperbolic systems, see [17], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [14], [15], [27], etc. Applying this approach in the context of partially
hyperbolic systems, Faure showed in [18] that a simple but intuitive model – a circle
extension of a circle expanding map – has exponential decay of correlations under
a so-called partially captive condition. It was recently pointed out in [32] that the
partially captive condition is generic but much stronger than the non-coboundary
condition of τpxq for this two-dimensional model. Using similar techniques, Arnoldi
established in [1] the asymptotic spectral gap and the fractal Weyl law for SUp2q
extensions of circle expanding maps under the partially captive condition, and later
Arnordi, Faure and Weich obtained a similar result in [2] for circle extensions of
certain one-dimensional open expanding maps under a stronger condition called
minimal captivity. An improved estimate of the spectral gap was recently obtained
by Faure and Weich [24] for the model in [2].
Let us mention some similar results in the context of suspension semi-flows over
expanding maps. Pollicott [35] showed that a generic suspension semi-flow over
an expanding Markov interval map is exponentially mixing. In the case when the
base is a linear expanding map, Tsujii [41] constructed an anisotropic Sobolev
space on which the transfer operator has spectral gap. Also, Baladi and Valle´e [9]
proved exponential mixing property for surface semi-flows without finite Markov
partitions. We also point out that the construction of anisotropic distributional
space for hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, contact Anosov flows and other hyperbolic
systems has been developed during the last two decades, see e.g. [7], [8], [42], [5],
[6], [4], etc.
The main technique we use in this paper is the semiclassical analysis, inspired
by Faure [18] and other related works. A key ingredient in our analysis is that
1 [11] only obtained non-uniform norm estimates for twisted transfer operators over the base
map T , which is sufficient to establish exponential mixing of F but not enough to prove the
spectral gap for the transfer operator associated to F .
3we introduce non-standard Sobolev spaces associated with dynamical weights. Al-
though equivalent to the standard ones, these spaces are much more effective in
extracting the spectral properties of the Koopman operator pF and its decompo-
sitions t pFνuνPZℓ . In fact, we convert each pFnν by unitary conjugation into a new
operator rQν,n such that rQ˚ν,n rQν,n is a pseudo-differential operator, whose symbol
provides an upper bound for the operator norm of pFn
ν
. Moreover, we prove directly
that the rotation vector τpxq is not an essential coboundary if and only if those
upper bounds vanish uniformly exponentially fast as nÑ8 for all high frequencies
ν, from which we conclude that pF has spectral gap. We remark that our approach
bypasses the captive conditions, and has no dimension restrictions to either the
base or the fiber.
This paper is organized as the following. The setting and statements of results
are given in Section 1. In Section 2 we introduce some notions and results from
classical and semiclassical analysis, including Fourier transform, Sobolev spaces,
Pseudo-differential operators, Fourier Integral Operators, Egorov’s Theorem, and
L2-continuity theorems. This section is not necessary for the reader who is fami-
lar with the theory. We prove the theorems of the paper in Section 3 based on
Proposition 3.1 and 3.2, which provides the spectral properties of the Koopman
operator and its decompositions. These two propositions are proved in Section 4,
using the classical and semiclassical analysis. A key estimates in the proof, stated
in Lemma 5.1, is postponed in Section 5.
Acknowledgement: We would like to thank Sheldon Newhouse, Zhenqi (Jenny)
Wang and Zhengfang Zhou for their useful suggestions. We would also like to thank
the anonymous referee for helpful comments.
1. Statement of results.
Let T “ R{Z, and let T : Td Ñ Td be a C8 uniformly expanding map such that
(1.1) γ :“ inf
px,vqPSTd
|DxT pvq| ą 1,
where STd is the unit tangent bundle over Td. It is well known that T has a unique
smooth invariant probability measure dµpxq “ hpxqdx, where the density function
h P C8pTd,R`q. Further, T is mixing with respect to µ. Here and throughout this
paper, we fix the expanding map T .
Given a function τ P C8pTd,Rℓq, we define the skew product F : Td ˆ Tℓ Ñ
Td ˆ Tℓ by
(1.2) F
ˆ
x
y
˙
“
ˆ
Tx
y ` τpxq pmod Zℓq
˙
,
which preserves the product measure dA “ dµpxqdy. We also denote the skew
product by Fτ when we aim to emphasize the rotation function τ .
Definition 1.1. A real-valued function ϕ P C8pTd,Rq is called an essential cobound-
ary over T if there exist c P R and a measurable function u : Td Ñ R such that
ϕpxq “ c` upxq ´ upTxq, µ´ a.e. x.
Let B be the space of real-valued essential coboundries over T .
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A vector-valued function τ “ pτ1, τ2, . . . , τℓq P C8pTd,Rℓq is called an essential
coboundary over T if τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are linearly dependent mod B, that is, there
exist v P Rℓzt0u, c P R and a measurable function u : Td Ñ R such that
(1.3) v ¨ τpxq “ c` upxq ´ upTxq, µ´ a.e. x. 2
Remark 1.2.
(i) By Livsic theory (see e.g. [28]), the measurable function u : Td Ñ R in (1.3)
is in fact of class C8.
(ii) The functions τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are called integrally dependent mod B if (1.3)
holds for some v P Zℓzt0u. There are functions τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ that are linearly de-
pendent but not integrally dependent mod B, unless ℓ “ 1.
Let DpTd`ℓq “ C8pTd`ℓq. Its dual space D1pTd`ℓq is the space of distributions
on Td`ℓ.
The Koopman operator pF : DpTd`ℓq Ñ DpTd`ℓq for F is defined by pFφ “ φ ˝F .
The (Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius) transfer operator pF 1 : D1pTd`ℓq Ñ D1pTd`ℓq is the
dual operator of pF , defined by the duality
(1.4) p pF 1ψqpφq “ ψp pFφq for any φ P DpTd`ℓq, ψ P D1pTd`ℓq.
Definition 1.3. We say that a linear operator T : B Ñ B of a Banach space B has
a spectral gap if its spectrum
SpecpT q “ t1u YK,
where 1 is a simple eigenvalue and K is a compact subset of the unit open disk
D “ tz P C : |z| ă 1u.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1. Let pTd`ℓ, F, dAq be the skew product as described above. Then the
following dichotomy holds:
(1) Either τpxq is an essential coboundary over T ;
(2) or for any s ă 0, there is an pF 1-invariant Hilbert space W´s, which is
contained in D1pTd`ℓq and contains C´spTd`ℓq, such that pF 1|W´s has a
spectral gap.
Remark 1.4. It is well known that pF 1|L2pTd`ℓq does not have spectral gap. State-
ment (2) of Theorem 1 holds for some Hilbert space W´s whose norm is stronger
along Td-direction and weaker along Tℓ-direction than that of L2pTd`ℓq (see Defi-
nition 2.8 and Remark 2.2).
Since the spectrum of a linear operator on a Hilbert space coincides with that of
its dual operator on the dual space, we will instead prove the spectral gap for the
Koopman operator in the latter case of the above dichotomy. That is,
Theorem 2. The following dichotomy holds:
(1) Either τpxq is an essential coboundary over T ;
(2) or for any s ă 0, there is an pF -invariant Hilbert space Ws, which is con-
tained in D1pTd`ℓq and contains C´spTd`ℓq, such that pF |Ws has a spectral
gap.
2 Here “¨” denotes the standard inner product of two vectors in Rℓ. In the rest of the paper,
we shall abuse the notation v ¨ w when one of v and w belongs to Zℓ or Sℓ´1 - the unit sphere in
Rℓ; that is, v ¨ w represents the inner product of v and w as vectors in Rℓ.
5Theorem 1 is equivalent to Theorem 2 if the spaceW´s is defined to be the dual
space ofWs. We will specify the construction of the Hilbert spaceWs in Subsection
2.1.2 (see (2.7)), and prove the spectral gap for pF |Ws in Section 3.3.
Remark 1.5. The first case in Theorems 1 and 2 is very rare in the sense that the
closed subspace that consists of all essential coboundaries has infinite codimension in
C8pTd,Rℓq. It means that the second case is generic in the space of skew products,
i.e., there is a subset U in C8pTd,Rℓq that is open and dense in the C0 topology
such that for all τ P U , the transfer operator of the corresponding skew product Fτ
given in (1.2) has a spectral gap.
The infinite codimension of essential coboundaries is a crucial property in show-
ing the stable ergodicity of skew products over general hyperbolic systems. Among
tremendous results on this topic, we refer the reader to [33], [26], [10], [25], etc.
The mixing property of the system pTd`ℓ, F, dAq is quantified by the rates of
decay of correlations. We say that the skew product F is exponentially mixing with
respect to the smooth measure dA if there exists ρ P r0, 1q such that for any pair
of Ho¨lder observables φ, ψ P CαpTd`ℓq, α ą 0, the correlation function
Cnpφ, ψ;F, dAq “
ˇˇˇˇż
φ ˝ Fn ¨ ψdA´
ż
φdA
ż
ψdA
ˇˇˇˇ
satisfies Cnpφ, ψ;F, dAq ď Cφ,ψρn for all n ě 1, where Cφ,ψ ą 0 is a constant
depending on φ and ψ.
Theorem 3. Let F “ Fτ : Td ˆ Tℓ Ñ Td ˆ Tℓ be defined as in (1.2). If τpxq is
not an essential coboundary over T , then F is exponentially mixing with respect to
dA for any pair of Ho¨lder observables φ, ψ P C´spTd`ℓq for any ´s ą 0.
Remark 1.6. Theorem 3 follows directly from Theorem 2. The conclusions of
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 immediately imply the following dichotomy:
(1) Either F is exponentially mixing with respect to dA;
(2) Or τpxq is an essential coboundary over T .
If d “ ℓ “ 1, the dichotomy in the remark is proved by Butterley and Eslami [11],
in which the circle expansion T and the rotation τ are allowed to have a finite
number of discontinuities.
In our context, we say that F “ Fτ is stably ergodic if Fτ 1 is ergodic for any τ 1
that is C0-close to τ . The stable mixing property and stable exponential mixing
property are defined in a similar fashion.
It was shown by Parry and Pollicott [33], and also by Field and Parry [26],
that pTd`ℓ, F, dAq is weak mixing (or stably mixing) if and only if the functions
τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are integrally independent (or linearly independent) mod B.
3 In other
words, Theorem 3 asserts that if F is stably mixing, then it is exponentially mixing,
and furthermore, it is stably exponentially mixing by Remark 1.5. We can say more
about the ergodic properties of the skew product over an expanding map: Dolgopyat
[13] proved that F is stably ergodic if and only if it is exponentially mixing; Field
and Parry [26] showed that stable ergodicity implies stable mixing property for
skew products. Combining all these results and Theorem 3, we immediately obtain
the following corollary.
3 Originally in [26], the independence is modulo V `B for some finite-dimensional subspace
V of C8pTd,Rq. In our setting, V “ t0u because the rotation function τ is null-homotopic in
C8pTd,Rℓq.
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Corollary 1.7. Let F be the skew product given by (1.2). The following statements
are equivalent:
(1) F is stably ergodic;
(2) F is stably mixing;
(3) F is exponentially mixing;
(4) F is stably exponentially mixing.
Remark 1.8.
(i) In the case when ℓ “ 1, if F is mixing, then F is stably mixing and thus
(stably) exponentially mixing. This is simply because that integral independence
and linear independence mod B are the same for τ P C8pTd,Rq.
(ii) Let F0 : T
3 Ñ T3 be given by
F0px, y1, y2q “ p2x, y1 ` τ0pxq, y2 `
?
3τ0pxqq pmod Z3q,
where τ0pxq is not a real-valued essential coboundary over the linear expanding map
x ÞÑ 2x pmod Zq of the circle. It is clear that τ0pxq and
?
3τ0pxq are integrally
independent but not linearly independent mod B, and hence F0 is unstably mixing
and thus unstably ergodic by [33], [26].
(iii) In [43], Zhang considered a circle extension F of a linear circle endomor-
phism, and showed that if F is stably ergodic in CpT2,T2q, then the SRB densities
vary smoothly for maps in a neighborhood of F . The technique therein suggests that
we may be able to obtain the dichotomy in Theorem 1 for small perturbations of F ,
which need not be skew products.
Next we characterize the dynamical properties of F “ Fτ when the rotation vec-
tor τ “ pτ1, τ2, . . . , τℓq is an essential coboundary, that is, the functions τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ
are linearly dependent mod B. There are two cases:
(1) If τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are integrally dependent mod B, then the behaviors of Fτ
in the Tℓ direction become very simple, as we see in Part (iii) of the next
theorem. In particular, Fτ is not weak mixing.
(2) If τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are linearly dependent but integrally independent mod B,
then Fτ is unstably mixing. We can approximate Fτ by a sequence of non-
mixing skew products Fτpnq as follows. Pick real-valued sequences tcn,iunPN,
i “ 1, 2, . . . , ℓ, such that limnÑ8 cn,i “ 1 and cn,1τ1, cn,2τ2, . . . , cn,ℓτℓ are
integrally dependent mod B. Then set τpnq “ pcn,1τ1, cn,2τ2, . . . , cn,ℓτℓq.
A foliation L of a smooth manifold M is of dimension m if the leaves of L are
m dimensional submanifolds. For a smooth dynamical system pF,Mq, a foliation
L of M is F invariant if F preserves the leaves, that is, F pLpzqq “ LpF pzqq for any
z PM , where Lpzq is the leaf of L containing z.
A smooth dynamical system pF,Mq is semiconjugate to a smooth system pG,Nq
if there is a smooth map π :M Ñ N such that π ˝ F “ G ˝ π.
Theorem 4. Let F “ Fτ : TdˆTℓ Ñ TdˆTℓ be defined as in (1.2). The following
conditions are equivalent.
(i) τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are integrally dependent mod B;
(ii) There is an F invariant d ` ℓ ´ 1 dimensional foliation L of Td ˆ Tℓ and
a vector v P Zℓzt0u such that restricted to each fiber txu ˆ Tℓ, the leaves of
L|txuˆTℓ are ℓ´ 1 dimensional and normal to v.
7(iii) F is semiconjugate to the map G “ T ˆ Rc : Td ˆ T Ñ Td ˆ T through a
continuous map π : Td ˆ Tℓ Ñ Td ˆ T, where Rc : TÑ T is a circle rotation
with rotation number c P R. Further, F is semiconjugate to Rc.
(iv) F is not weak mixing.
2. Semiclassical Analysis: Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some notions and basic properties in semiclassical
analysis which we are going to use. The distribution spaces and Sobolev spaces
will be used in construction of the Hilbert space Ws in Theorem 2. The pseudo-
differential operators (PDO) and Fourier integral operators (FIO) will be used to
prove Proposition 3.1 and 3.2, where the Egorov’s theorems and the L2-continuity
theorems are also used. For more information and details on the general theory of
PDOs and FIOs, one can see in standard references (e.g. [16, 31, 39, 44]).
2.1. Function spaces. In this subsection we introduce the notion of distribution
spaces and Sobolev spaces, and then construct the Hilbert space Ws in Theorem 2
using Sobolev spaces.
2.1.1. Distribution spaces and Sobolev spaces. Let DpTd`ℓq “ C8pTd`ℓq. Its dual
space D1pTd`ℓq is the space of distributions on Td`ℓ. There is a natural injection
i : DpTd`ℓq ãÑ D1pTd`ℓq given by
(2.1) ψpϕq :“
ż
Td`ℓ
ψpx, yqϕpx, yq dxdy
for any ϕ, ψ P DpTd`ℓq. Hence we can regard that DpTd`ℓq Ă D1pTd`ℓq.
The Fourier transform of ϕ P L2pTdq is defined by
(2.2) pϕpξq “ ż
Td
ϕpxqe´i2πx¨ξdx, ξ P Zd.
Note that the Fourier transform is an isometry from L2pTdq to ℓ2pZdq, and the
inverse transform is given by
(2.3) ϕpxq “
ÿ
ξPZd
pϕpξqei2πξ¨x, x P Td.
It is well known that if ϕ P DpTdq, then pϕpξq converges to zero super-polynomially
fast as |ξ| Ñ 8.
Let ω be the counting measure over the lattice Zd on Rd, i.e., ωpξq “
ÿ
nPZd
δpξ´nq
for ξ P Rd. Then by the above equations we have
(2.4) ϕpxq “
ż
Rd
pϕpξqei2πξ¨xdωpξq “ ż
Rd
ż
Td
ei2πpx´yq¨ξϕpyqdydωpξq, x P Td.
Denote xξy “a1` |ξ|2, and introduce the standard s-inner product
(2.5) xϕ, ψys “
ÿ
ξPZd
xξy2s pϕpξq pψpξq, ϕ, ψ P DpTdq
for any s P R. The Sobolev space HspTdq is the completion of DpTdq under x¨, ¨ys.
Proposition 2.1. Sobolev spaces have the following properties:
(i) DpTdq Ă HspTdq Ă D1pTdq for any s P R;
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(ii) H0pTdq “ L2pTdq, and HspTdq “ tϕ : Dβxϕ P L2pTdq for any |β| ď su if
s P N, where Dβxϕ are weak derivatives of ϕ;
(iii) HspTdq Ă Hs1pTdq if s ą s1;
(iv) CspTdq Ă HspTdq for all s ě 0, and if s ą d
2
, then HspTdq Ă Cs´ d2´εpTdq
for any small ε ą 0;
(v) the dual space of HspTdq, s ą 0, is H´spTdq, and the dual action of φ P
L2pTdq Ă H´spTdq on the function ψ P HspTdq is given by (2.1).
For technical treatments, besides the standard s-inner product given in (2.5), we
will also use t-scaled s-inner product on HspTdq for t ą 0, that is,
(2.6) xϕ, ψys,t “ t2sxϕ, ψys “
ÿ
ξPZd
t2sxξy2s pϕpξq pψpξq.
When equipped with x¨, ¨ys,t, the space is denoted by Hst pTdq. See Section 3.1
for our particular choices of the scaling factor t. We shall also introduce another
different but equivalent inner product on HspTdq in Section 4.1.
2.1.2. The Hilbert space Ws and W´s. The Hilbert space Ws which we will use in
Theorem 2 is of the form
(2.7) Ws “ HspTdq bH´spTℓq,
where s ă 0, equipped with the inner product given by
xϕ1 b ψ1, ϕ2 b ψ2yWs “ xϕ1, ϕ2yHspTdq xψ1, ψ2yH´spTℓq
and extended by linearity.4 We shall give a more explicit formula of x¨, ¨yWs in
Section 3.1.
Using the duality (2.1), we see that the dual Hilbert space is
(2.8) W´s “ pWsq1 “ H´spTdq bHspTℓq.
Remark 2.2. By Proposition 2.1(ii) and (iii), we have L2pTdq Ă HspTdq and
C´spTℓq Ă H´spTℓq when s ă 0, thus
Ws Ą L2pTdq b C´spTℓq Ą C´spTd`ℓq.
Similarly, the space W´s contains C´spTd`ℓq as well. By Proposition 2.1(i), it is
obvious that Ws and W´s are both contained in D1pTd`ℓq.
Recall that the Koopman operator pF : DpTd`ℓq Ñ DpTd`ℓq for F is defined
by pFφ “ φ ˝ F , and the dual operator pF 1 : D1pTd`ℓq Ñ D1pTd`ℓq is the RPF
(Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius) transfer operator given by (1.4). With the duality given
by (2.1), the transfer operator can be explicitly expressed as
pF 1ψpx, yq “ ÿ
F pz,wq“px,yq
ψpz, wq
|JacpF qpz, wq| for any ψ P DpT
d`ℓq.
See [36] for more details.
By the duality (2.1) again, we can extend the domain of the Koopman operator
to D1pTd`ℓq such that for any ψ P D1pTd`ℓq, pFψ is the distribution satisfying
p pFψqpφq “ ψp pF 1φq for any φ P DpTd`ℓq.
It is easy to see that pF can act on Ws and pF 1 can act on W´s.
4 In this paper, the tensor product of two Banach or Hilbert spaces always refers to the metric
space completion of their algebraic tensor product.
92.2. Semiclassical analysis on the torus. In this subsection we introduce the
pseudo-differential operators and Fourier integral operators. The underlying man-
ifold that we analyze is the torus. In standard references the quantization on
manifolds is usually defined locally in charts. For the global definitions on tori we
recommend Chapter 4 in [38].
2.2.1. Symbols. The cotangent bundle over Td can be identified as T ˚Td – TdˆRd.
Denote N0 “ NY t0u and Nd0 “ pN0qd.
Definition 2.3. A complex-valued function a P C8pT ˚Tdq is called a classical
symbol of order m P R on T ˚Td if
(2.9) Nαβ,mpaq :“ sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
|Bαx Bβξ apx, ξq|
xξym´|β| ă 8
for any α, β P Nd0, where xξy “
a
1` |ξ|2.
A complex-valued function a P C8pT ˚Tdˆp0, 1sq is called a semiclassical symbol
of order m P R on T ˚Td if (2.9) holds uniformly in ~ with apx, ξq replaced by
apx, ξ; ~q.5
The space of symbols of order m, either classical or semiclassical, is denoted as
Sm, which is short for SmpT ˚Tdq.
The topology on the space Sm is generated by the seminorms tNαβ,mp¨quα,βPNd
0
given by (2.9). For any k P N0, we denote Nk,mpaq “ sup|α|`|β|ďkNαβ,mpaq. We
often write Nkpaq for short if the order of a is clear.
Note that if a P Sm and b P Sm1 , then a`b P Smaxtm,m1u, and ab P Sm`m1 . Also,
for any a P Sm and α P Nd0, Bαxa P Sm and Bαξ a P Sm´|α|. For these operations, we
have corresponding seminorm relations, for instance, NkpBαx aq ď Nk`|α|paq.
Remark 2.4. The standard toroidal symbols are defined on Td ˆ Zd. Here we
use symbols apx, ξq defined on T ˚Td – Td ˆ Rd since we need to use apx, ~ξq for
~ P p0, 1s as well (see Definition 2.5 and 2.6). However, the two different domains
give the same family of symbols, because a symbol a˜ P SmpTd ˆ Zdq is a toroidal
symbol if and only if there exists a symbol a P SmpTd ˆ Rdq such that a˜ “ a|TdˆZd
(see e.g. [38], Theorem 4.5.3).
2.2.2. Pseudo-differential operators. Let ~ P p0, 1s.
Definition 2.5. Given a symbol a P Sm, the linear operator Op~paq : DpTdq Ñ
DpTdq defined by
Op~paqϕpxq “
ż
T˚Td
apx, ξqei2π ξ~ ¨px´yqϕpyqdyd
ˆ
ξ
~
˙
“
ż
T˚Td
apx, ~ξqei2πξ¨px´yqϕpyqdydξ
(2.10)
is called a (toroidal) ~-scaled pseudo-differential operator (PDO) of order m cor-
responding to the symbol a P Sm. We denote the space of ~-scaled PDOs of order
m by OP~S
m.
5In the general theory of semiclassical analysis, ~ ! 1 is the Planck’s constant parametrizing
the whole family of symbol functions and thus the symbol calculus for corresponding semiclassical
pseudo-differential operators.
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It is easy to check that (2.10) implies that Op~paq
`
C8c pTdq
˘ Ă DpTdq, and thus
Op~paq
`
DpTdq˘ Ă DpTdq by the compactness of Td. Hence Op~paq is a well-defined
operator from DpTdq to itself.
By standard duality argument, we extend Op~paq : D1pTdq Ñ D1pTdq. That is,
if we let Op~paq1 : D1pTdq Ñ D1pTdq be the dual operator of Op~paq, then for any
ϕ P D1pTdq, Op~paq1ϕ is defined by the formula
pOp~paq1ϕqpψq “ ϕpOp~paqψq @ψ P DpTdq.
Note that ϕpψq “ ş
Td
ϕpxqψpxqdx if ϕ P DpTdq is regarded as an element in D1pTdq.
It is then not hard to obtain
Op~paq1ϕpxq “
ż
T˚Td
apy, ~ξqei2πξ¨px´yqϕpyqdydξ @ϕ P DpTdq,
which implies that the dual operator Op~paq1 preserves the space DpTdq. Therefore,
by the duality, for any ψ P D1pTdq, Op~paqψ P D1pTdq can be defined by
pOp~paqψqpϕq “ ψpOp~paq1ϕq @ϕ P DpTdq.
Moreover, for any s P R and any symbol a P Sm, the ~-scaled PDO Op~paq :
HspTdq Ñ Hs´mpTdq is a bounded operator. This fact is proven for Rd in Propo-
sition 5.5 of [40], for which the proof can be easily modified to Td.
The formula with ~ “ 1 in (2.10) gives the definition of classical pseudo-differential
operator Oppaq “ Op1paq. We denote OPSm “ OP1Sm. In this way, the ~-scaled
PDO with semiclassical symbol a P Sm can be regarded as the classical PDO with
symbol a~ P Sm, that is, Op~paq “ Oppa~q, where a~px, ξq “ apx, ~ξ; ~q.
We see by (2.4), that if apx, ξq “ 1, then Oppaq “ Id; and if apx, ξq “ i2πξk for
some k “ 1, 2, . . . , d, then Oppaq “ BBxk .
2.2.3. Fourier integral operators.
Definition 2.6. A (toroidal) ~-scaled Fourier integral operator (FIO) Φ~ : DpTdq Ñ
DpTdq with amplitude function a P Sm and a real-valued phase function S P S1 is
of the form
Φ~ϕpxq “ Φ~pa, Sqϕpxq “
ż
T˚Td
apx, ξqei2π 1~ rSpx,ξq´y¨ξsϕpyqdyd
ˆ
ξ
~
˙
“
ż
T˚Td
apx, ~ξqei2πr 1~Spx,~ξq´y¨ξsϕpyqdydξ,
where the phase function Spx, ξq satisfies the following conditions:
(1) there are c1, c2 ą 0 such that
ˇˇˇˇBSpx, ξq
Bx
ˇˇˇˇ
ě c1|ξ| for all px, ξq with |ξ| ě c2;
(2) Spx, ξq is strongly non-degenerate, i.e., there is c3 ą 0 such thatˇˇˇˇ
det
ˆB2Spx, ξq
BxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ě c3 for any px, ξq P T ˚Rd.
Note that the classical Fourier integral operator Φ “ Φ1 is the one with ~ “ 1.
By standard duality argument, we can extend Φ~ : D
1pTdq Ñ D1pTdq. Further,
Φ~ : H
spTdq Ñ Hs´mpTdq is a bounded operator if its amplitude a P Sm. This
fact is proven for Rd in Proposition 3.1 of [37], for which the proof can be easily
modified to Td.
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Remark 2.7. (i) Ho¨rmander’s definition of phase functions usually assumes the
homogeneity of degree one in ξ. Following Egorov [16], we replace the homogeneity
by that S P S1 and Condition (1).
(ii) If we take Spx, ξq “ x¨ξ, then Φ~pa, Sq becomes an ~-scaled pseudo-differential
operator with the symbol a.
Definition 2.8. The canonical transformation associated to an ~-scaled FIO with
phase S is the transformation F~ : T
˚Td Ñ T ˚Td which sends px, ~ξq to py, ~ηq,
such that
(2.11) y “ BSpx, ηqBη , ξ “
BSpx, ηq
Bx .
In other words, the phase function S serves as the generating function of the canon-
ical transformation.
In the classical case when ~ “ 1, we write F “ F1.
2.3. Some Theorems. Now we introduce some important theorems in semiclas-
sical analysis and write them in a form that we will use to prove Proposition 3.1
and 3.2.
2.3.1. The symbol calculus. If m ă m1, then Sm Ă Sm1 and OP~Sm Ă OP~Sm1 .
Set S´8 “ ŞmPR Sm. If a P S´8, then Op~paq is a smoothing (and hence compact)
operator.
Given two classical symbols a, b P Sm, if the difference a ´ b P Sm1 for some
´8 ď m1 ă m, we write a “ b pmod Sm1q.
Given two semiclassical symbols a “ apx, ξ; ~q and b “ bpx, ξ; ~q in Sm, if
apx, ξ; ~q ´ bpx, ξ; ~q “ ~m´m1rpx, ξ; ~q
for some r P Sm1 , we shall denote as a “ b pmod ~m´m1Sm1q for short.
For classical PDOs, the following results are standard.
Theorem 2.9. (1) Adjoint: If A P OPSm has a symbol a, then the adjoint
operator A˚ P OPSm has a symbol a˚ “ a pmod Sm´1q.
(2) Composition: If A P OPSm has a symbol a and B P OPSm1 has a sym-
bol b, then the compositions A ˝ B P OPSm`m1 has a symbol a#b “ ab
pmod Sm`m1´1q.
(3) Inverse: If A P OPSm has an elliptic6 symbol a and is invertible, then
A´1 P OPS´m has a symbol a´1 pmod S´m´1q.
Moreover, the Nk-seminorm of all the remainders in the above modulo class only
depends on the Nk`2-seminorm of the original symbols.
Recall that OP~paq can be regarded as OPpa~q, where a~px, ξq “ apx, ~ξq. As a
direct consequence of the above Theorem and standard symbol calculus, we have
the following rules of the symbol calculus for the ~-scaled PDOs.
Theorem 2.10. (1) Adjoint: If A P OP~Sm has a symbol a, then the adjoint
operator A˚ P OP~Sm has a symbol a˚ “ a pmod ~Sm´1q.
6A symbol a P Sm is elliptic if there are c ą 0 and R ą 0 such that |apx, ξq| ě cxξym for all
px, ξq with |ξ| ą R.
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(2) Composition: If A P OP~Sm has a symbol a and B P OP~Sm1 has a
symbol b, then the compositions A˝B P OP~Sm`m1 has a symbol a#b “ ab
pmod ~Sm`m1´1q.
(3) Inverse: If A P OP~Sm has an elliptic symbol a and is invertible, then
A´1 P OP~S´m has a symbol a´1 pmod ~S´m´1q.
Moreover, if ~r is one of the remainders in the above modulo class, then the
seminorm Nkprq only depends on Nk`2paq.
2.3.2. Egorov’s Theorem. Let Ω be an open domain in Td. We say that a symbol
a P Sm is supported in ΩˆRd if apx, ξq “ 0 for any px, ξq P pTdzΩqˆRd. The class
of such symbols is denoted by SmpΩˆ Rdq.
We first state the original version of classical Egorov’s theorem in [16] for the
invertible case.
Theorem 2.11. Let A P OPSm with symbol a P SmpΩˆRdq, and Φ be a classical
FIO with amplitude b P S0 and phase S. Let Fpx, ξq “ py, ηq be the canonical
transformation associated to Φ (as defined in (2.11) with ~ “ 1), and Ω1 be the
image of Ω ˆ Rd under the first d components of F . We assume that F : Ω ˆ
Rd Ñ Ω1 ˆ Rd is a bijective map. Then the operator Φ˚AΦ P OPSm has a symbolra P SmpΩ1 ˆ Rdq such that
rapy, ηq “ rapFpx, ξqq “ apx, ξq|bpx, ξq|2 ˇˇˇˇdetˆ B2SBxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ´1
pmod Sm´1q.
Remark 2.12. From the proof in [16], it is easy to see that the Nk-seminorm of
the remainder in the above modulo class only relies on the Nk`2-seminorms of a, b
and the Nk`4-seminorm of S.
For our purpose, we need the following version of Egorov’s theorem.
Theorem 2.13. Let A P OPSm with symbol a P Sm, and Φ be a classical FIO with
amplitude b P S0 and phase S. Let Fpx, ξq “ py, ηq be the canonical transformation
associated to Φ. We assume that F is a surjective local diffeomorphism of T ˚Td
with finite inverse branches. Moreover, for each x P Td, the map ξ ÞÑ Fpx, ξq is
bijective. Then the operator Φ˚AΦ P OPSm has a symbol ra such that
(2.12) rapy, ηq “ ÿ
Fpx,ξq“py,ηq
apx, ξq|bpx, ξq|2
ˇˇˇˇ
det
ˆ B2S
BxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ´1
pmod Sm´1q.
Moreover, the Nk-seminorm of the remainder in the above modulo class only relies
on the Nk`2-seminorms of a, b and the Nk`4-seminorm of S.
Proof. By the properties of the canonical map F , we can choose an finite open
cover tΩiu of Td such that each Ωi ˆ Rd is strictly inside an inverse branch of F .
By partition of unity, there are χi P C80 pΩi; r0, 1sq such that
ř
i χi “ 1. We define
symbols ai P SmpΩi ˆ Rdq by aipx, ξq “ χipxqapx, ξq, and set Ai “ Oppaiq. By
Theorem 2.11, each Φ˚AiΦ P OPSm has a symbol rai such that
raipy, ηq “ χipxqapx, ξq|bpx, ξq|2 ˇˇˇˇdetˆ B2SBxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ´1
pmod Sm´1q
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for any py, ηq P FpΩiˆRdq with the only pre-image px, ξq in ΩiˆRd; and raipy, ηq “ 0
if py, ηq R FpΩi ˆ Rdq. Therefore,
Φ˚AΦ “ Φ˚p
ÿ
i
AiqΦ “
ÿ
i
Φ˚AiΦ P OPSm,
and its symbol rapy, ηq is given byÿ
i
raipy, ηq “ ÿ
Fpx,ξq“py,ηq
ÿ
i:xPΩi
χipxqapx, ξq|bpx, ξq|2
ˇˇˇˇ
det
ˆ B2S
BxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ´1
pmod Sm´1q
“
ÿ
Fpx,ξq“py,ηq
apx, ξq|bpx, ξq|2
ˇˇˇˇ
det
ˆ B2S
BxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ´1˜ ÿ
i:xPΩi
χipxq
¸
pmod Sm´1q
“
ÿ
Fpx,ξq“py,ηq
apx, ξq|bpx, ξq|2
ˇˇˇˇ
det
ˆ B2S
BxBξ
˙ˇˇˇˇ´1
pmod Sm´1q.
The seminorm dependence of the remainder is straightforward by Remark 2.12. 
Remark 2.14. We can easily adapt the proof of the above two theorems for the
~-scaled situation and show that if A P OP~Sm has a symbol a P Sm and Φ~ is the ~-
scaled FIO with amplitude b P S0 and phase S, then the symbol of Φ˚
~
AΦ~ P OP~Sm
is still given by (2.12) but with Fpx, ξq “ py, ηq replaced by F~px, ~ξq “ py, ~ηq, and
pmod Sm´1q replaced by pmod ~Sm´1q. Moreover, if ~r is the remainder in the
modulo class, then Nkprq only depends on the Nk`2-seminorms of a, b and the
Nk`4-seminorm of S.
2.3.3. L2-Continuity. The following result is the classical Calderon-Vaillancourt
Theorem (see Theorem 2.8.1 in [31] for instance).
Theorem 2.15 (Calderon-Vaillancourt). Let apx, ξq P S0, then Oppaq : L2pTdq Ñ
L2pTdq is a bounded operator such that
}Oppaq}L2ÑL2 ďM1}a}Ck1 ďM1Nk1paq,
for some M1 ą 0 and k1 P N that only depend on the dimension d.
To get finer L2-norm estimates, we first state a version of L2-continuity for a
classical PDO of order 0 established in [20].
Theorem 2.16. If apx, ξq P S0, then Oppaq : L2pTdq Ñ L2pTdq is a bounded
operator. Moreover, for any ε ą 0, there is a decomposition
Oppaq “ Kpεq `Rpεq
such that Kpεq : L2pTdq Ñ L2pTdq is a compact operator and
}Rpεq}L2ÑL2 ď sup
x
lim sup
|ξ|Ñ8
|apx, ξq| ` ε “ sup
x
lim sup
|ξ|Ñ8
|a0px, ξq| ` ε,
where a0 P S0 is such that a “ a0 pmod S´1q.
For an ~-scaled PDO of order 0, we need a version of Calderon-Vaillancourt
theorem, which applies not only for ~ Ñ 0 but for arbitrary ~ P p0, 1s. See sim-
ilar statements in [44], Theorem 4.23 or Theorem 5.1 in the formulation of Weyl
quantization.
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Theorem 2.17. If apx, ξq P S0, then Op~paq : L2pTdq Ñ L2pTdq is a bounded
operator. Moreover, if a “ a0 ` ~r for some a0 P S0 and r P S´1, then for any
ε ą 0, we have
}Op~paq}L2ÑL2 ď sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
|a0px, ξq| ` ε` ~Ck2pε, a0, rq,
where the constant Ck2pε, a0, rq only depends on ε and the Nk2-seminorms of a0
and r, for some k2 P N that only depends on the dimension d.
Proof. Recall that Op~paq “ Oppa~q, where a~px, ξq “ apx, ~ξ; ~q P S0, by Calderon-
Vaillancourt Theorem stated above, Op~paq is a bounded operator on L2pTdq. For
the operator norm estimate, we mimic the proof in Section 7.5 of [40], which is
originally due to Ho¨rmander, and which is called “square root trick”.
For any ε ą 0, we setM “ suppx,ξqPT˚Td |a0px, ξq|`ε, and b “
a
M2 ´ |a0|2 P S0.
By Theorem 2.10, the operator Op~paq˚Op~paq P OP~S0 has a symbol
a˚#a “ aa pmod ~S´1q “ |a0|2 ` 2~ℜpa0rq ` ~2|r|2 pmod ~S´1q
“ M2 ´ b2 pmod ~S´1q,
that is, a˚#a “ M2 ´ b2 ` ~r1, for some r1 P S´1. Similarly, the operator
Op~pbq˚Op~pbq P OP~S0 has a symbol b˚#b “ b2 pmod ~S´1q, that is, b˚#b “
b2 ` ~r2, for some r2 P S´1. Therefore, for any ϕ P L2pTdq,
}Op~paqϕ}2L2 “ xOp~paq˚Op~paqϕ, ϕyL2
“ M2}ϕ}2L2 ´ xOp~pb2qϕ, ϕyL2 ` ~xOp~pr1qϕ, ϕyL2
“ M2}ϕ}2L2 ´ }Op~pbqϕ}2L2 ` ~xOp~pr1 ` r2qϕ, ϕyL2
ď pM2 ` ~}Op~pr1 ` r2q}L2ÑL2q}ϕ}2L2
ď pM ` ~ ¨ }Op~pr1 ` r2q}L2ÑL2
2M
q2}ϕ}2L2.
It remains to show that
}Op~pr1 ` r2q}L2ÑL2
2M
has an upper bound that is related
to ε, a0 and r. Indeed, by Calderon-Vaillancourt Theorem,
}Op~pr1 ` r2q}L2ÑL2 “ }Opppr1 ` r2q~q}L2ÑL2 ďM1 rNk1pr1q `Nk1pr2qs .
By the construction of r1, we have that Nk1pr1q depends only on the Nk1`2-
seminorms of a, a0, r, and thus only of a0, r, since Nk1`2paq “ Nk1`2pa0 ` ~rq ď
Nk1`2pa0q ` Nk1`2prq. Similarly, Nk1pr2q depends only on ε and the Nk1`2-
seminorms of b, and thus only of ε, a0 and r. In other words, let k2 “ k1 ` 2,
then
}Op~pr1 ` r2q}L2ÑL2
2M
ď M1 rNk1pr1q `Nk1pr2qs
2 suppx,ξq |a0px, ξq| ` 2ε
ď Ck2pε, a0, rq,
where Ck2pε, a0, rq is a constant that only depends on ε and the Nk2 -seminorms of
a0 and r. This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
3. Spectral Gap and Coboundary: Proof of the Theorems
3.1. Decomposition of Koopman operator. Let s ă 0 be an arbitrary negative
order. Recall that Ws “ HspTdq bH´spTℓq is defined by (2.7), and the Koopman
operator pF acts on Ws.
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We shall decompose the Koopman operator pF according to fiberwise Fourier
expansion. More precisely, given φ P Ws, we write the Fourier series expansion
along Tℓ-direction as
φpx, yq “
ÿ
νPZℓ
φνpxqei2πν¨y ,
where the Fourier coefficients are defined by
φνpxq “
ż
Tℓ
φpx, yqe´i2πν¨ydy P HspTdq, ν P Zℓ.
It is clear that the family of functions tei2πν¨yu
νPZℓ forms an orthogonal basis of
H´spTℓq, and }ei2πν¨y}H´spTℓq “ xνy´s. Therefore, the Hilbert inner product on
Ws is given by
xφ1, φ2yWs “
ÿ
νPZℓ
xνy´2sxφ1
ν
, φ2
ν
yHspTdq, for any φ1, φ2 PWs.
We thus consider the xνy´1-scaled s-inner product x¨, ¨ys,xνy´1 on HspTdq, or x¨, ¨ys,ν
for short. That is, by (2.6), we have for ϕ, ψ P HspTdq,
(3.1) xϕ, ψys,ν “ xνy´2sxϕ, ψys “
ÿ
ξPZd
xνy´2sxξy2s pϕpξq pψpξq,
and we denote by Hs
ν
pTdq the space of s-order Sobolev functions on Td endowed
with the new inner product x¨, ¨ys,ν . Note that HsνpTdq “ HspTdq as spaces of
Sobolev functions, although they are equipped with different but equivalent inner
products. In this way, we obtain an orthogonal decomposition
Ws “ HspTdq bH´spTℓq – à
νPZℓ
Hs
ν
pTdq,
such that the inner product of two functions φjpx, yq “ ř
νPZℓ φ
j
ν
pxqei2πν¨y P Ws,
j “ 1, 2, is given by
xφ1, φ2yWs “
ÿ
νPZℓ
xφ1
ν
, φ2
ν
yHs
ν
pTdq.
Also this decomposition is pF -invariant, since for each Fourier mode ν P Zℓ,pF pφνpxqei2πν¨yq “ rφνpTxqei2πν¨τpxqsei2πν¨y,
and it can be shown that φνpTxqei2πν¨τpxq P HspTdq – HsνpTdq.7 Correspondingly,
we decompose pF “À
νPZℓ
pFν , where each pFν – pF |HsνpTdq acts by
(3.2) pFνϕpxq “ ϕpTxqei2πν¨τpxq, ϕ P HsνpTdq.
Note that Hs
ν
pTdq is the dual space of H´s
ν
pTdq, and the dual operator pF 1
ν
of the
operator pFν has the form
(3.3) pF 1
ν
ψpxq “
ÿ
Ty“x
ei2πν¨τpyq
|JacpT qpyq|ψpyq, ψ P H
´s
ν
pTdq.
In other words, pF 1
ν
|H´s
ν
pTdq is the RPF transfer operator over T : Td Ñ Td for
the complex potential function ´ log |JacpT q| ` i2πν ¨ τ . In the case when ν “ 0,
we have that pF 1
0
h “ h, that is, the density function hpxq of the smooth invariant
7 This fact is easy to show for s P NY t0u, and hence is also true when s is a negative integer
by duality. For the general case, treat Hs as the interpolation between Htsu and Htsu`1. See
Section 4.2 in [39] for details.
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measure µ w.r.t. dx is provided by the eigenvector corresponding to the leading
simple eigenvalue 1 of pF 1
0
. See [36] for more details.
In the study of the RPF transfer operators, we often need to normalize pF0 into
a new operator L such that L1 “ 1. To do so, we use the fact pF 10h “ h in the
following particular form: ÿ
Ty“x
Apyq “ 1, for all x P Td,
where
(3.4) Apyq “ 1|JacpT qpyq|
hpyq
hpTyq .
Then the normalized transfer operator is defined by Lψpxq “ řTy“xApyqψpyq.
Similarly, we have for all n P N,ÿ
Tny“x
Anpyq “ 1, for all x P Td,
where
(3.5) Anpyq “ 1|JacpT nqpyq|
hpyq
hpT nyq .
Then the iterates of L is given by Lnψpxq “ řTny“xAnpyqψpyq.
In this paper, although we do not directly study L, we shall see that the factors
Apyq and Anpyq would appear in the formulas of symbols related to the Koopman
operators.
3.2. Spectral gap. Recall that the notion of spectral gap is given by Definition 1.3.
According to the decomposition of pF :Ws ÑWs, the spectral gap property for pF
follows from the following propositions. The proof of the propositions will be given
in the next section, using semiclassical analysis.
Proposition 3.1. Let s ă 0. There are C1 ą 0 and ρ1 P p0, 1q such that for any
ν P Zℓ, pFν : HsνpTdq Ñ HsνpTdq can be written aspFν “ Kν `Rν ,
where Kν is a compact operator and
(3.6) }Rn
ν
|Hs
ν
pTdq} ď C1ρn1 , n P N.
Proposition 3.2. Let s ă 0 and assume that τ is not an essential coboundary.
There are C2 ą 0, ρ2 P p0, 1q and ν1 ą 0 such that for any ν P Zℓ with |ν| ě ν1,
} pFn
ν
|Hs
ν
pTdq} ď C2ρn2 , n P N.
Remark 3.3. (i) The quasi-compactness property is well known for Ruelle-Perron-
Frobenius transfer operator on Ho¨lder function spaces over expanding maps. Propo-
sition 3.1 can be regarded as its dual version. The estimate in (3.6) shows that the
essential spectral radius of pFν is no more than ρ1. See (4.6) for the definition of
ρ1, which depends on the Sobolev order s and the minimal expansion rate γ given
by (1.1);
(ii) Proposition 3.2 shows that the operator pFν is essentially a contraction when
the Fourier mode ν is very large, and the spectral radius of pFν is no more than ρ2.
See (4.13) for the definition of ρ2.
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that the space Ws “ HspTdq b H´spTℓq is
defined in (2.7), where s ă 0.
Lemma 3.4. The spectral radius Spp pFν |HsνpTdqq ď 1 for ν P Zℓ.
Proof. The proof is similar as in [20], as we sketch here.
It follows from Proposition 3.1 that the essential spectral radius of pFν is no
more than ρ1 P p0, 1q, and thus pFν has a discrete spectrum outside the circle
tz P C : |z| “ ρ1u. Let Specp pFνq the spectrum of the operator pFν . We can choose
ρ3 P pρ1, 1q such that Specp pFνqŞtz : |z| “ ρ3u “ H and Specp pFνqŞtz : |z| ą ρ3u
consists of finitely many points. Let Πν be the spectral projection of pFν inside the
circle tz : |z| “ ρ3u, that is,
Πν “ 1
2πi
¿
|z|“ρ3
pzId´ pFνq´1dz,
then it is well known that Πν is a projection and it commutes with pFν , i.e., Πν pFν “pFνΠν (See e.g. [29]). Moreover, if we set K1ν “ pId´Πνq pFν and R1ν “ Πν pFν , then
we have pFν “ K1ν `R1ν such that K1νR1ν “ R1νK1ν “ 0, and
SpecpK1
ν
q “ Specp pFνqčtz : |z| ą ρ3u,
SpecpR1
ν
q “ Specp pFνqčtz : |z| ă ρ3u.
In other words, K1
ν
has finite rank and the spectral radius of R1
ν
is less than ρ3.
To prove that Spp pFν |HsνpTdqq ď 1 for ν P Zℓ, it is then sufficient to show that all
eigenvalues of K1
ν
are of modulus no more than 1.
The general Jordan decomposition of K1
ν
can be written
K1
ν
“
kÿ
i“1
˜
λi
diÿ
j“1
vij b wij `
di´1ÿ
j“1
vij b wipj`1q
¸
where di is the dimension of the Jordan block associated with the eigenvalue λi,
with vij P HsνpTdq and wij P H´sν pTdq. We arrange eigenvalues such that |λ1| ě
|λ2| ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě |λk|.
Now if |λ1| ą 1, we can choose ϕ, ψ P DpTdq such that v11pψq ‰ 0 and w11pϕq ‰ 0
since DpTdq is dense in both Hs
ν
pTdq and H´s
ν
pTdq. On one hand,ˇˇˇ
pψ, pFn
ν
ϕq
H
´s
ν ,Hsν
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż
Td
ψ pFn
ν
ϕdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
|ψ||ϕ| ˝ T ndx ď |ψ|C0 |ϕ|C0 .
On the other hand,ˇˇˇ
pψ, pFn
ν
ϕqH´s
ν
,Hs
ν
ˇˇˇ
ě
ˇˇˇ
pψ, pK1
ν
qnϕqH´s
ν
,Hs
ν
ˇˇˇ
´
ˇˇˇ
pψ, pR1
ν
qnϕqH´s
ν
,Hs
ν
ˇˇˇ
.
The second term converges to 0 since }pR1
ν
qn|Hs
ν
pTdq} “ Opρn3 q, while the first termˇˇˇ
pψ, pK1
ν
qnϕq
H
´s
ν ,Hsν
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ kÿ
i“1
minpn,di´1qÿ
r“0
ˆ
n
r
˙
λn´ri
di´rÿ
j“1
vijpψqwipj`rqpϕq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
has a leading growth |λ1|n|v11pψq||w11pϕq| Ñ 8 as nÑ8, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, all eigenvalues of K1
ν
are of modulus no more than 1. 
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Lemma 3.5. If τ is not an essential coboundary over T , then the spectral radius
Spp pFν |HsνpTdqq ă 1 for ν P Zℓzt0u. Moreover, 1 is the only eigenvalue of pF0 on
the unit circle, which is simple with eigenspace of constant functions.
Proof. Note that the essential spectral radius of pFν |HsνpTdq is no more than ρ1
by (3.6). For any ρ3 P pρ1, 1q, by Lemma 3.4, the spectrum of pFν |HsνpTdq in
tz P C : ρ3 ď |z| ď 1u consists of finitely many isolated eigenvalues of finite
multiplicity. Consequently, the spectral radius Spp pFν |HsνpTdqq equals to the largest
modulus of its eigenvalues.
Let λ be an eigenvalue of pFν with modulus 1, and ϕ P HsνpTdq Ă Hs´ d2´1ν pTdq
be a corresponding eigenvector such that pFνϕ “ λϕ. To prove this lemma, it is
sufficient to show that ν “ 0, λ “ 1, and ϕ is a constant function.
The following argument is essentially due to Pollicott [34]. By duality, there is
ψ P H´s` d2`1ν pTdq Ă CpTdq such that pF 1νψ “ λψ. Let λ “ ei2πc for some c P R,
and set ψ “ ψ
h
, where hpxq is the density function of µ w.r.t. dx. By the definition
of pF 1
ν
in (3.3) and Apyq in (3.4), we have
(3.7)
ÿ
Ty“x
Apyqei2πrν¨τpyq´csψpyq “ ψpxq.
Now choose z such that |ψpzq| obtains maximum. Since řTy“zApyq “ 1, we must
have |ψpyq| “ |ψpzq| for all y P T´1pzq. By induction, we get that |ψpyq| “ |ψpzq|
for all y P Ť8n“1 T´npzq. Since T is mixing, the set Ť8n“1 T´npzq is dense in Td,
and hence |ψpxq| “ |ψpzq| is constant. Thus (3.7) is a convex combination of points
of a circle which lies on the circle. From this we deduce that
ei2πrν¨τpyq´csψpyq “ ψpTyq
for all y P Td, and hence (adjust c by an integer value if needed),
ν ¨ τpyq “ c´ 1
2π
argψpyq ` 1
2π
argψpTyq.
Since τ is not an essential coboundary over T , we must have ν “ 0. By integrating
the last equation w.r.t. dµ, we also have that c “ 0 and thus λ “ 1. Further,
argψ ” constant since it is T -invariant, and thus ψ ” constant, which implies
that ψ “ hψ is a constant multiple of h. Therefore, the space tψ : pF 1
0
ψ “ ψu is
one-dimensional, so is the space tϕ : pF0ϕ “ ϕu by duality. Since pF01 “ 1, we must
have that ϕ is a constant function. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. We assume that τ is not an essential coboundary. Hence, the
results of Proposition 3.2 can be applied.
By Lemma 3.4 and 3.5, we have the following:
(i) When ν “ 0, the spectrum Specp pF0q “ t1u Y K0, where 1 is a simple
eigenvalue of pF0 and K0 is a compact subset of the open unit disk D. Choose
r0 P r0, 1q such that K0 is strictly contained inside the circle tz : |z| “ r0u.
Let Π0 be the spectral projection of pF0 inside tz : |z| “ r0u, and note that
kerpΠ0q is the one-dimensional subspace consisting of constant functions.
Write VConst “ kerpΠ0q and V0 “ ImpΠ0q. It is clear that
Hs0pTdq “ VConst ‘ V0,
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Moreover, both subspaces are preserved by pF0 since Π0 pF0 “ pF0Π0, and
the spectra of pF0 restricted to these two subspaces are given by
Specp pF0|VConstq “ t1u, and Specp pF0|V0q “ K0 Ă tz : |z| ă r0u.
Therefore, there is M0 ą 0 such that } pFn0 |V0} ďM0rn0 for all n P N;
(ii) For all ν P Zℓzt0u, the spectrum Specp pFνq is strictly inside the open
unit disk D. Equivalently, there are Mν ą 0 and rν P r0, 1q such that
} pFn
ν
|Hs
ν
pTdq} ďMνrnν for all n P N.
And by Proposition 3.2,
(iii) When |ν| ě ν1, } pFnν |HsνpTdq} ď C2ρn2 for all n P N.
We set the direct sum
(3.8) V “ V0 ‘
˜ à
νPZℓzt0u
Hs
ν
pTdq
¸
,
then Ws “ VConst ‘ V . Furthermore, let C4 :“ maxtC2,max|ν|ăν1tMνuu and
ρ4 :“ maxtρ2,max|ν|ăν1trνuu, then we have } pFn|V } ď C4ρn4 for all n P N. In other
words, pF “ ‘
νPZℓ
pFν has spectrum
Specp pF q “ t1u YK,
where K “ Specp pF |V q Ă tz P C : |z| ď ρ4u, and 1 is the only leading simple
eigenvalue with eigenvectors being constant functions. So pF : Ws Ñ Ws has
spectral gap. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 3. Now we use Theorem 2 to prove Theorem 3. What
we need to do is to show that if pF : Ws Ñ Ws has a spectral gap, then it is
exponentially mixing. In the proof we regard the Ho¨lder continuous observables φ
and ψ as elements in Ws and W´s respectivly.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since pF :Ws ÑWs has a spectral gap, we can write
pF “ pF |VConst ` pF |V “: P `N ,
where V is defined in (3.8). From the proof of Theorem 2, we know that
(a) P is a 1-dimensional projection, i.e., P2 “ P ;
(b) N is a bounded operator with spectral radius SppN q ď ρ4 ă 1. In fact,
}Nn} ď C4ρn4 for all n P N;
(c) PN “ NP “ 0.
Furthermore, 1 is the greatest simple eigenvalue for pF0 with eigenvector 1 as well
as for pF 10 with eigenvector h. It means that the bilinear form associated to P on
W´sˆWs is generated by 1bh PWsbW´s, that is, for any ψ PW´s and φ PWs,
pψ,PpφqqW´s,Ws “ pψ, p1 b hqpφqqW´s,Ws .
Suppose φ, ψ P CαpTd`ℓq are given. Pick s P r´α, 0q and let W´s “ H´spTdq b
HspTℓq. Then the dual space of W´s is Ws “ HspTdq b H´spTℓq. Note that
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CαpTd`ℓq is contained in both W´s and Ws, and thus φ P Ws and ψh P W´s,
where h P C8pTdq is the density function of µ w.r.t. dx. Hence,ż
pφ ˝ FnqψdA “
ż
pφ ˝ Fnqψh dxdy
“pψh, pFnpφqqW´s,Ws
“pψh,PpφqqW´s,Ws ` pψh,NnpφqqW´s,Ws
“pψh, p1 b hqpφqqW´s,Ws ` pψh,NnpφqqW´s,Ws
“
ˆ
ψh,
ˆż
φhdxdy
˙
¨ 1
˙
W´s,Ws
` pψh,NnpφqqW´s,Ws
“
ż
ψdA
ż
φdA` pψh,NnpφqqW´s,Ws .
That is, the correlation function
Cnpφ, ψ;F, dAq “ |pψh,NnpφqqW´s,Ws | ď }Nn}}ψh}W´s}φ}Ws ď Cφ,ψρn4
where Cφ,ψ “ C4}ψh}W´s}φ}Ws . 
Remark 3.6. Using some Sobolev inequalities, it is not hard to get that }ψh}W´s ď
C5}ψ}Cα}h}C1 and }φ}Ws ď C6}φ}Cα , and hence Cφ,ψ ď C7}φ}Cα}ψ}Cα .
3.5. Proof of Theorem 4. Now we show the characters of the non-mixing skew
products Fτ , that is, τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are integrally dependent mod B.
Proof of Theorem 4. (i)ñ(ii). Suppose τ1, τ2, . . . , τℓ are integrally dependent modB,
that is, there are v P Zℓzt0u, c P R and u P C8pTd,Rq such that
v ¨ τpxq “ c` upxq ´ upTxq.
For any px, yq P Td ˆ Tℓ, the set
Lpx, yq “ tpx1, y1q P Td ˆ Tℓ : v ¨ y1 ` upx1q “ v ¨ y ` upxq pmod Zqu.
is well-defined. Moreover, since u is a smooth map, Lpx, yq is a smooth pd` ℓ´ 1q-
dimensional manifold, and tLpx, yq : px, yq P Td ˆ Tℓu form a foliation of Td ˆ Tℓ.
It is clear that for any fixed x P Td,
Lpx, yq|txuˆTℓ “ tpx, y1q P txu ˆ Tℓ : v ¨ py ´ y1q “ 0 pmod Zqu.
It implies that the leaves of Lpx, yq|txuˆTℓ are normal to v.
For px1, y1q P Lpx, yq, the definition of F gives
F px, yq “ pTx, y ` τpxqq and F px1, y1q “ pTx1, y1 ` τpx1qq,
then
v ¨ py ` τpxqq ` upTxq “ v ¨ y ` v ¨ τpxq ` upTxq “ v ¨ y ` c` upxq pmod Zq
and similarly v ¨ py1` τpx1qq`upTx1q “ v ¨ y1` c`upx1q pmod Zq. Hence we obtain
v ¨ py1 ` τpx1qq ` upTx1q “ v ¨ py ` τpxqq ` upTxq pmod Zq.
By definition of L, we get F px1, y1q P LpF px, yqq, that is, the foliation is F -invariant.
(ii)ñ(iii). Restricted to tpu ˆ Tℓ the leaves of the foliation L become pℓ ´ 1q
dimensional tori because the leaves are normal to v. Hence the quotient space
Tℓ{ „ is a circle T, where y „ y1 if y and y1 are in the same leave of L|tpuˆTℓ . Let
π|tpuˆTℓ : tpu ˆ Tℓ Ñ tpu ˆ T be the quotient map. Clearly π|tpuˆT is continuous.
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Since F : tpu ˆ Tℓ Ñ tpu ˆ Tℓ is a rotation given by F pp, yq “ pp, y ` τppqq and
preserves the leaves, it induces an rotation G|tpuˆT : tpu ˆ T Ñ tpu ˆ T such that
π|tpuˆT ˝ F |tpuˆT “ G|tpuˆT ˝ π|tpuˆT. We also denote by Rc the rotation, where
c P T.
π|tpuˆT and G|tpuˆT can be extended to map π : Td ˆ Tℓ Ñ Td ˆ T and G :
Td ˆ T Ñ Td ˆ T in a natural way. That is, for any px, yq P Td ˆ Tℓ, let y1 P
Lpx, yqXptpuˆTdq, and define πpx, yq “ px, π|tpuˆTℓpy1qq; and for any px, y¯q P TdˆT
define Gpx, y¯q “ pTx,GtpuˆTpy¯qq “ pTx,Rcpy¯qq. Note that for all x P Td, the leaves
of Lpx, yq|txuˆTℓ are normal to v. It is easy to check that π ˝ F “ G ˝ π.
(iii)ñ(iv). Weak mixing property does not hold for the circle rotation Rc, let
alone the extension F .
(iv)ñ(i). It follows from the results by Parry and Pollicott [33], and also by
Field and Parry [26]. 
4. Spectrums of pFν : Proof of Proposition 3.1 and 3.2
In this section, we shall prove the two main propositions - Proposition 3.1 and
Proposition 3.2. The main scheme of the proofs and constructions are originated
from Faure [18] and many other related works. More precisely, we shall use semi-
classical analysis to prove Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2. The flexibility of
the parameter ~ allows us to deal with the operators pFν : HsνpTdq Ñ HsνpTdq,
ν P Zd, in two different ways. To be precise, for any fixed frequency ν P Zℓ, we
take ~ “ 1 and treat pFν as a classical FIO (up to a smoothing operator) in the
proof of Proposition 3.1; while for Proposition 3.2, we set ~ “ 1{maxt1, |ν|u and
regard pFν as an ~-scaled FIO (up to an ~-scaled smoothing operator).
4.1. The Sobolev spaces with non-standard inner products. We first con-
struct a particular symbol on T ˚Td as follows. Choose
(4.1) R ą max
"
1,
maxt1, 2}Dτ}u
γ ´ 1
*
,
where γ is given in (1.1), and }Dτ} “ sup
xPTd
|Dxτ |. Let g0 P C8pR`q be such that
(4.2) g0ptq “
#
1, t ď R;
t, t ě γ`1
2
R,
and for t P rR, γ`1
2
Rq, g0ptq is strictly increasing and 1 ď g0ptq ď t. Set gpξq “
g0p|ξ|q for ξ P Rd. Given s ă 0, define an elliptic symbol
(4.3) λspx, ξq “ hpxq 12 g pξqs P Ss,
where hpxq is the density function of µ w.r.t. dx. Further, given ν P Zℓ, define
(4.4) λs,νpx, ξq “ λs
ˆ
x,
ξ
vνw
˙
P Ss,
where vνw :“ maxt1, |ν|u.
Denote Λs,ν “ Oppλs,νq P OPSs, and define an inner product on HspTdq by
xϕ, ψyΛs,ν “ xΛs,νϕ,Λs,νψyL2, ϕ, ψ P HspTdq.
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When equipped with x¨, ¨yΛs,ν , HspTdq is denoted by HΛs,ν pTdq instead. The
Sobolev space HΛs,ν is unitarily equivalent to the L
2 space, that is,
Λs,νHΛs,ν pTdq – L2pTdq, or HΛs,ν pTdq – Λ´1s,νL2pTdq.
We claim that the spaces HΛs,ν pTdq and HsνpTdq, which are identical as the set of
s-order Sobolev functions, have comparable inner products in the following sense:
there is C1 “ C1pd, sq ą 0 such that
(4.5)
1
C1
|xϕ, ψys,ν | ď
ˇˇxϕ, ψyΛs,ν ˇˇ ď C1 |xϕ, ψys,ν | , for any ϕ, ψ P HspTdq.
To see this, recall that Hs
ν
pTdq is equipped with the xνy´1-scaled s-inner product
x¨, ¨ys,ν given by (3.1). Alternatively, we have
Oppxνy´sxξysqHs
ν
pTdq – L2pTdq.
Then the comparability of inner products simply follows from that λs,νpx, ξq —
xνy´sxξys, i.e., there is C0 “ C0pd, sq ą 0 such that for any ν P Zℓ,
1
C0
ď λs,νpx, ξqxνy´sxξys ď C0, for any px, ξq P T
˚
T
d.
4.2. Proof of Proposition 3.1. Recall that pFν : HsνpTdq Ñ HsνpTdq is defined
in (3.2). Switching to the inner product x¨, ¨yΛs,ν , we mainly study the operatorpFν : HΛs,ν pTdq Ñ HΛs,ν pTdq instead.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let s ă 0 and ν P Zℓ be fixed. By the formula of pFν in
(3.2), the Fourier transform (2.2) and inverse transform (2.3), we rewrite
pFνϕpxq “ ÿ
ξPZd
ż
Td
ei2πν¨τpxqei2πrTx¨ξ´y¨ξsϕpyqdy.
In the above formula, pFν defines a classical (i.e., ~ “ 1) toroidal Fourier series
operator (FSO) with amplitude aνpx, ξq “ ei2πν¨τpxq P S0 and phase Spx, ξq “
Tx ¨ ξ P S1. For more details on FSO, we refer the readers to [38], Section 4.13.
Let Φ1paν , Sq be the classical toroidal FIO given by Definition 2.6 with the same
amplitude and phase. It is shown in [38] that the difference operator pFν´Φ1paν , Sq
is smoothing and thus compact. Therefore, the result in Proposition 3.1 holds forpFν if and only if it holds for Φ1paν , Sq. In the rest of the proof, we shall analyze the
classical toroidal FIO Φ1paν , Sq, but still denote it by pFν for notational convenience.
The canonical transformation F : px, ξq ÞÑ py, ηq associated to pFν is given by
y “ Tx, η “ rpDxT qts´1ξ,
which is irrelevant to ν since the phase function S is independent of ν.
We have the following commutative diagram
HΛs,ν pTdq
pFνÝÝÝÝÑ HΛs,ν pTdq
Λs,ν
§§đ §§đΛs,ν
L2pTdq QνÝÝÝÝÑ L2pTdq ,
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where Qν “ Λs,ν pFνΛ´1s,ν . We then set
Pν “Q˚νQν “ pΛ´1s,νq˚
” pF˚
ν
pΛ˚s,νΛs,νq pFνıΛ´1s,ν
“pOppλs,νq´1q˚
”
Φpaν , Sq˚`Oppλs,νq˚Oppλs,νq˘Φpaν , SqıOppλs,νq´1.
By the symbol calculus (Theorem 2.9) and the Egorov’s theorem (Theorem 2.13),
the operator Pν is a classical PDO of order 0. Denote by pνpx, ξq the symbol of Pν .
By the L2-continuity theorem (Theorem 2.16), Pν : L
2pTdq Ñ L2pTdq is a bounded
operator such that for any ε ą 0, we can write Pν “ K0νpεq ` R0νpεq “: K0ν ` R0ν ,
where K0
ν
is compact; and moreover, by Lemma 4.1 below, the definition of g in
Section 4.1 and the definition γ in (1.1), we get
}R0
ν
}L2ÑL2 ď sup
x
lim sup
|ξ|Ñ8
|pνpx, ξq| ` ε
“ sup
x
lim sup
|ξ|Ñ8
ÿ
x“Ty
Apyq
ˆ
gppDyT qtpξ{vνwqq
gpξ{vνwq
˙2s
` ε
ď sup
x
ÿ
x“Ty
Apyq lim sup
|ξ|Ñ8
ˆ |pDyT qtξ|
|ξ|
˙2s
` ε
ď sup
x
ÿ
x“Ty
Apyqγ2s ` ε “ γ2s ` ε.
Choose ε ą 0 small enough such that
(4.6) ρ1 :“
a
γ2s ` ε ă 1.
By the polar decomposition, Qν “
?
PνUν for some partial isometry Uν : L
2pTdq Ñ
L2pTdq, and thus there is also a decomposition Qν “ K1ν ` R1ν such that K1ν is
compact and }R1
ν
}L2ÑL2 ď ρ1. By unitary equivalence between Qν : L2pTdq Ñ
L2pTdq and pFν : HΛs,ν pTdq Ñ HΛs,ν pTdq, there is a similar decomposition pFν “
Kν `Rν such that Kν is compact, and }Rν |HΛs,ν pTdq} ď ρ1.
By the choice of the constant C1 in (4.5), we get
}Rn
ν
|Hs
ν
pTdq} ď C1}Rnν |HΛs,ν pTdq} ď C1}Rν |HΛs,ν pTdq}n ď C1ρn1 .
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Lemma 4.1. Pν P OPS0 has a symbol
pνpx, ξq “
ÿ
x“Ty
Apyq
ˆ
gppDyT qtpξ{vνwqq
gpξ{vνwq
˙2s
pmod S´1q,
where Apyq is defined in (3.4).
Proof. Note that Λs,ν P OPSs has a symbol λs,ν given by (4.4). By Theorem 2.9,
Λ˚s,ν P OPSs has a symbol λs,ν pmod Ss´1q; Λ´1s,ν P OPS´s has a symbol λ´1s,ν
pmod S´s´1q, and so does pΛ´1s,νq˚ P OPS´s. Further, Λ˚s,νΛs,ν P OPS2s has
a symbol λ2s,ν pmod S2s´1q. Then by Egorov’s theorem 2.13, pF˚ν pΛ˚s,νΛs,νq pFν P
OPS2s has a symbol
rapy, ηq “ ÿ
y“Tx,
η“rpDxT q
ts´1ξ
λ2s,νpx, ξq
ˇˇˇ
ei2πν¨τpxq
ˇˇˇ2
| detpDxT qt|´1 pmod S2s´1q
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“
ÿ
y“Tx
λ2s,νpx, pDxT qtηq
|JacpT qpxq| pmod S
2s´1q.
Use the composition rule and recall the definition of λs,ν in (4.4), we have Pν P
OPS0 with a symbol
pνpy, ηq “
ÿ
y“Tx
λ2s,νpx, pDxT qtηq
|JacpT qpxq|
1
λ2s,νpy, ηq
pmod S´1q
“
ÿ
y“Tx
1
|JacpT qpxq|
hpxq
hpyq
gppDxT qtpη{vνwqq2s
gpη{vνwq2s pmod S
´1q
“
ÿ
y“Tx
Apxq
ˆ
gppDxT qtpη{vνwqq
gpη{vνwq
˙2s
pmod S´1q.
This is what we need. 
4.3. Proof of Proposition 3.2. To prove Proposition 3.2, we relate the semiclas-
sical parameter ~ with a given frequency ν P Zℓ by setting ~ “ 1{vνw. In this
way, we study the operator pFn
ν
as an ~-scaled toroidal FSO, and hence separate
the dependence of pFn
ν
on the frequency ν into two parts: the dependence on the
modulus vνw “ 1{~ and that on the direction vector nν :“ ν{vνw. The key step of
the proof is the estimate stated and proved in Lemma 5.1 in the next section.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let s ă 0 and assume that τ is not an essential cobound-
ary over T : Td Ñ Td. Given ν P Zℓ, set ~ “ 1{vνw, where vνw “ maxt1, |ν|u. Also
denote by nν “ ν{vνw the direction vector of ν, and note that either nν “ 0 (only
if ν “ 0) or nν lies on the pℓ´ 1q-dimensional unit sphere Sℓ´1.
For any n P N, the operator pFn
ν
can then be rewritten as
pFn
ν
ϕpxq “ϕpT nxqei2πν¨
řn´1
k“0
τpTkxq
“
ÿ
ξPZd
ż
Td
ei2πtrT
nx¨ξ`ν¨
řn´1
k“0
τpTkxqs´y¨ξuϕpyqdy
“
ÿ
ξP~Zd
ż
Td
ei2π
1
~
trTnx¨ξ`nν ¨
řn´1
k“0
τpTkxqs´y¨ξuϕpyqdy.
That is, pFn
ν
is regarded as an ~-scaled toroidal Fourier series operator (FSO) with
amplitude a “ 1 and phase
(4.7) Snν ,npx, ξq “ T nx ¨ ξ ` nν ¨
n´1ÿ
k“0
τpT kxq.
Please see [38], Section 4.13 for details about FSO.
Let Φ~p1, Snν ,nq be the ~-scaled toroidal FIO given by Definition 2.6. It can be
shown that the difference pFn
ν
´Φ~p1, Snν ,nq “ ~R for some smoothing operator R.
Therefore, as ~ “ 1{vνw Ñ 0, the result in Proposition 3.2 holds for pFn
ν
if and only
if it holds for Φ~p1, Snν ,nq. In the rest of the proof, we shall analyze the ~-scaled
toroidal FIO Φ~p1, Snν ,nq, but still denote it by pFnν for notational convenience.
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Note that the canonical transformation F~ : px, ~ξq ÞÑ py, ~ηq associated to pFnν
is given by
y “ T nx, η “ rpDxT nqts´1rξ ´Wnν ,npxqs,
where
(4.8) Wnν ,npxq “Wnpxqnν and Wnpxq “
n´1ÿ
k“0
pDxT kqtpDTkxτqt.
By (4.3), (4.4) and that ~ “ 1{vνw, we rewrite λs,νpx, ξq “ λspx, ~ξq, and hence
Λs,ν “ Oppλs,νq “ Op~pλsq P OP~Ss. The following commutative diagram
HΛs,ν pTdq
pFn
νÝÝÝÝÑ HΛs,ν pTdq
Λs,ν
§§đ §§đΛs,ν
L2pTdq rQν,nÝÝÝÝÑ L2pTdq
suggests that we should instead study the operator
rPν,n “ rQ˚ν,n rQν,n “ pΛ´1s,νq˚ „´ pFnν ¯˚ pΛ˚s,νΛs,νq pFnν Λ´1s,ν
“pOp~pλsq´1q˚
”
pΦ~p1, Snν ,nqq˚
`
Op~pλsq˚Op~pλsq
˘
Φ~p1, Snν ,nq
ı
Op~pλsq´1.
(4.9)
By the ~-scaled symbol calculus (Theorem 2.10) and the ~-scaled version of
Egorov’s theorem (Theorem 2.13), we have that rPν,n P OP~S0, and it has a symbol
of the form rpnν ,n ` ~rnν ,n given by Lemma 4.2 below. Hence, by the ~-scaled L2-
continuity theorem (Theorem 2.17), we may choose a sufficiently small ε0 ą 0 such
that
} rPν,n|L2pTdq} ď sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
rpnν ,npx, ξq ` ε0 ` ~Ck2pε0, rpnν ,n, rnν ,nq.
Moreover, by part (2) in Lemma 4.2, we get that there exists Lpnq ą 0 independent
of ν such that Ck2pε0, rpnν ,n, rnν ,nq ď Lpnq. So we obtain
(4.10) } rPν,n|L2pTdq} ď sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
rpnν ,npx, ξq ` ε0 ` ~Lpnq.
By Sublemma 5.2 (1) in the next section, we have that for any n P N,
} rPν,n|L2pTdq} ď 2` Lpnq,
and hence
(4.11) } pFn
ν
|HΛs,ν pTdq} “
b
} rPν,n|L2pTdq} ďa2` Lpnq.
Furthermore, by (4.10) and our key lemma - Lemma 5.1 in the next section,
there are n0 P N and rp0 ă 1 such that for all ν P Zℓzt0u,
} rPν,n0 |L2pTdq} ď sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
|rpnν ,n0px, ξq| ` ε0 ` ~Lpn0q
ď rp0 ` ε0 ` Lpn0qvνw .
(4.12)
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Note that we are allowed to make ε0 sufficiently small such that rp0 ` ε0 ă 1
(although the function Lp¨q may be enlarged). Then we choose ν1 ą 0 such that
(4.13) ρ2 :“
ˆrp0 ` ε0 ` Lpn0q
ν1
˙1{2n0
ă 1.
By (4.12), we have for all ν P Zℓzt0u with vνw “ |ν| ě ν1,
(4.14) } pFn0
ν
|HΛs,ν pTdq} “
b
} rPν,n0 |L2pTdq} ď
drp0 ` ε0 ` Lpn0qvνw ď ρn02 .
Now for any n P N, we write n “ kn0 ` j, where k P N0 and 0 ď j ă n0. Then
by (4.11) and (4.14), we have for all ν P Zℓ with |ν| ě ν1,
} pFn
ν
|HΛs,ν pTdq} ď } pFn0ν |HΛs,ν pTdq}k} pF jν |HΛs,ν pTdq} ď ρkn02 a2` Lpjq ď C 12ρn2 ,
where we set
C 12 :“ max
1ďjăn0
ρ
´j
2
a
2` Lpjq.
Switch back to the inner product x¨, ¨ys,ν , and recall the choice of C1 in (4.5).
We take C2 “ C1C 12, then for all ν P Zℓ with |ν| ě ν1,
} pFn
ν
|Hs
ν
pTdq} ď C2ρn2 .
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. 
Lemma 4.2. Given ν P Zℓ, let ~ “ 1{vνw. For any n P N, rPν,n P OP~S0 has a
symbol of the form rpnν ,n ` ~rnν ,n, where rpnν ,n P S0 and rnν ,n P S´1, such that
(1) rpnν ,n is positive, and is given by
(4.15) rpnν ,npx, ξq “ ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq
ˆ
gppDyT nqtξ `Wnν ,npyqq
gpξq
˙2s
,
where Anpyq is given in (3.5) and Wn,npyq is given in (4.8);
(2) Let Ck2p¨, ¨q be as introduced in Theorem 2.17. There is Lpnq “ Lpn; d, T, τq
independent of ν such that
Ck2prpnν ,n, rnν ,nq ď Lpnq.
Proof. Recall that Λs,ν “ Op~pλsq P OP~Ss. By Theorem 2.10, Λ˚s,ν P OP~Ss has
a symbol λs pmod ~Ss´1q, and Λ´1s,ν , pΛ´1s,νq˚ P OP~S´s both have a symbol λ´1s
pmod ~S´s´1q. Further, Λ˚s,νΛs,ν P OP~S2s has a symbol λ2s pmod ~S2s´1q. By
the ~-scaled version of the Egorov’s theorem (see Theorem 2.13 and Remark 2.14),rF˚
ν,npΛ˚s,νΛs,νq rFν,n P OP~S2s has a symbolranpx, ξq “ ÿ
x“Tny,
ξ“rpDyT
nqts´1rη´Wnν ,npyqs
λ2spy, ηq ¨ 12 ¨ | detpDyT nqt|´1 pmod ~S2s´1q
“
ÿ
x“Tny
λ2spy, pDyT nqtξ `Wnν ,npyqq
|JacpT nqpyq| pmod ~S
2s´1q.
By composition rule again, rPν,n P OP~S0 has a symbol
rpnν ,npx, ξq “ ÿ
x“Tny
λ2spy, pDyT nqtξ `Wnν ,npyqq
|JacpT nqpyq|
1
λ2spx, ξq
pmod ~S´1q
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“
ÿ
x“Tny
1
|JacpT nqpyq|
hpyq
hpxq
gppDyT nqtξ `Wnν ,npyqq2s
gpξq2s pmod ~S
´1q
“
ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq
ˆ
gppDyT nqtξ `Wnν ,npyqq
gpξq
˙2s
pmod ~S´1q.
This finishes the proof of the first part.
Since all the above modulo terms are calculated from the symbol λs and the
phase Snν ,n, which depends on nν but not vνw, we can write the full symbol ofrPν,n by rpnν ,n ` ~rnν ,n for some rnν ,n P S´1.
By Theorem 2.17, Ck2prpnν ,n, rnν ,nq is bounded by a constant which only depends
on the Nk2 -seminorms of rpnν ,n and rnν ,n. To prove the second part of this lemma,
it is sufficient to show that the Nk2 -seminorms of rpnν ,n and rnν ,n are bounded by
a term that does not depend on ν. Indeed, by the formula of rPν,n in (4.9), the
~-scaled symbol calculus and Egorov’s theorem, we find that the Nk2-seminorm
of rpnν ,n depends on Nk2 -seminorm of λs and Nk2`2-seminorm of Snν ,n; while the
Nk2 -seminorm of rnν ,n depends on Nk2`2-seminorm of λs and Nk2`4-seminorm of
Snν ,n. Clearly the Nk2 -and Nk2`2-seminorms of λs are independent of ν. Note
that Sn,n is given by (4.7), and then we have
Nk2`2pSnν ,nq ďNk2`2pT nx ¨ ξq ` |nν |Nk2`2
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1ÿ
k“0
τpT kxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
ďNk2`2pT nx ¨ ξq `Nk2`2
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇn´1ÿ
k“0
τpT kxq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
,
which implies that the Nk2`2-seminorm of Snν ,n is independent of ν. Similarly,
Nk2`4-seminorm of Snν ,n is also independent of ν. This is what we need. 
5. Estimates of rpnν ,n: Proof of Lemma 5.1
5.1. Lemma 5.1 and Its Proof. The estimates given in Lemma 5.1 in this section
is the most important step to prove Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 5.1. If τpxq is not an essential coboundary over T , then there exists n0 P N
such that
(5.1) rp0 :“ sup
νPZℓzt0u
sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
rpnν ,n0px, ξq ă 1.
Proof. Given n P Sℓ´1 and x P Td, we consider the affine map Fn,x : Rd Ñ Rd
given by
(5.2) Fn,xpξq “ pDxT qtξ ` pDxτqtn for any ξ P Rd,
and the n-th iterates
(5.3) Fnn,xpξq “
n´1ź
k“0
Fn,Tkxpξq “ pDxT nqtξ `Wn,npxq for any n P N,
where Wn,npxq “ Wnpxqn, and Wnpxq is given by (4.8). Conventionally, we set
Wn,0pxq “ 0 and F0n,x “ id. We also define
(5.4) rpn,npx, ξq “ ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq
«
g
`
Fnn,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s
,
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which extends the formula of rpnν ,npx, ξq given by (4.15) to all n P Sℓ´1. For any
fixed n P N, it is easy to check that the function pn, x, ξq ÞÑ rpn,npx, ξq is of class
C8. Further, we set
(5.5) rpn,n :“ sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
rpn,npx, ξq.
The properties of rpn,n will be given by Sublemma 5.3 below.
Recall that R is given by (4.1). By Sublemma 5.4 below, for any n P Sℓ´1, there
exists n0pnq P N such that for any px, ξq P T ˚Td, we have |Fn0pnqn,y pξq| ą 2R for
some y P T´n0pnqpxq. Then by (5.3) and (4.8), we have for any n1 P Sℓ´1,
|Fn0pnq
n1,y pξq| ě |Fn0pnqn,y pξq| ´ |Fn0pnqn1,y pξq ´ Fn0pnqn,y pξq|
ě 2R´ ˇˇWn0pnqpyqˇˇ |n1 ´ n|
ě 2R´ }DT } }Dτ} n0pnq |n1 ´ n|.
Hence there is εpnq ą 0 such that |Fn0pnq
n1,y pξq| ą R whenever |n1 ´ n| ă εpnq. By
Sublemma 5.2 (2), we get rpn1,n0pnqpx, ξq ă 1. Since rpn1,n0pnqpx, ξq is continuous with
x and ξ, we get that for any compact set U Ă T ˚Td, maxpx,ξqPU rpn1,n0pnqpx, ξq ă 1.
Together with Sublemma 5.2 (3), we obtain
rpn1,n0pnq “max
#
sup
px,ξqPUR
rpn1,n0pnqpx, ξq, sup
px,ξqPT˚TdzUR
rpn1,n0pnqpx, ξq
+
ďmax
#
max
px,ξqPUR
rpn1,n0pnqpx, ξq, ˆγ ` 12
˙2s+
ă 1,
where UR :“ tpx, ξq : |ξ| ď Ru is a compact subdomain in T ˚Td, and γ is given by
(4.1). Moreover, by Sublemma 5.3 (2), rpn1,n ď rpn1,n0pnq ă 1 for any n ě n0pnq.
To sum up, for any n P Sℓ´1, there are n0pnq P N and εpnq ą 0 such thatrpn1,n ă 1 for all n1 P Bpn, εpnqq and n ě n0pnq, where Bpn, εpnqq denotes the open
ball in Sℓ´1 with center at n and of radius εpnq. Since Sℓ´1 is compact, there are
n1,n2, . . . ,nk P Sℓ´1 such that the finite collection of open balls tBpnj , εpnjqqu1ďjďk
covers Sℓ´1. Therefore, if we set
n0 “ maxtn0pn1q, . . . , n0pnkqu,
then rpn,n0 ă 1 for all n P Sℓ´1. By Sublemma 5.3 (3), we know that the function
n ÞÑ rpn,n0 is continuous, then sup
nPSℓ´1
rpn,n0 “ max
nPSℓ´1
rpn,n0 ă 1, from which (5.1)
follows. 
5.2. Sublemmas and Proofs. Recall that R and γ are given by (4.1) and (1.1)
respectively.
Sublemma 5.2. Let n P Sℓ´1. Then
(1) rpn,npx, ξq ď 1 for all n P N and px, ξq P T ˚Td;
(2) rpn,npx, ξq ă 1 if and only if there is y P T´nx such that |Fnn,ypξq| ą R;
(3) rpn,npx, ξq ď `γ`12 ˘2s ă 1 for all n P N and px, ξq P T ˚Td with |ξ| ą R.
Proof. The key observation is the following: for any n P N, y P Td and ξ P Rd,
(5.6)
ˇˇ
Fnn,ypξq
ˇˇ ą γ ` 1
2
|ξ| if |ξ| ą R.
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Indeed, by the choice of R in (4.1), we have |ξ| ą R ą 2}Dτ}
γ ´ 1 . So by (5.2),
|Fn,ypξq| ě |pDyT qtξ| ´
ˇˇpDyτqtnˇˇ ě γ|ξ| ´ }Dτ} ě γ|ξ| ´ γ ´ 1
2
|ξ| “ γ ` 1
2
|ξ|.
Hence by induction, we have for all n ě 1,
ˇˇ
Fn
n,ypξq
ˇˇ ě ˆγ ` 1
2
˙n
|ξ| ě γ ` 1
2
|ξ|.
Consequently, for any n P N, y P Td and ξ P Rd,
‚ if ˇˇFn
n,ypξq
ˇˇ ď R, then ˇˇFk
n,ypξq
ˇˇ ď R for all 0 ď k ď n, and in particular, we
must have |ξ| ď R;
‚ if ˇˇFn
n,ypξq
ˇˇ ą R, then ˇˇFn
n,ypξq
ˇˇ ą |ξ| no matter whether |ξ| ą R or not.
By the definition of gpξq given by (4.2), the quotient
«
g
`
Fnn,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s$’&’%
“ 1 if ˇˇFn
n,ypξq
ˇˇ ď R;
ă 1 otherwise.
In either case, we always get
(5.7) 0 ă
«
g
`
Fn
n,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s
ď 1.
Recall that
ř
x“Tny
Anpyq “ 1, where Anpyq is positive and defined by (3.5). There-
fore, for any n P N and px, ξq P T ˚Td,
rpn,npx, ξq “ ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq
«
g
`
Fnn,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s
ď
ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq “ 1.
Clearly, we have that rpn,npx, ξq ă 1 if and only if ˇˇFnn,ypξqˇˇ ą R for some y P T´nx.
Moreover, if |ξ| ą R, then by (5.6), we have that«
g
`
Fn
n,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s
ď
ˆ
γ ` 1
2
˙2s
for all y P T´nx,
and hence rpn,npx, ξq ď `γ`12 ˘2s. 
Sublemma 5.3. Let rpn,n be defined as in (5.5).
(1) For any n P Sℓ´1 and n P N, we have that 0 ă rpn,n ď 1;
(2) For any n P Sℓ´1, the sequence trpn,nunPN is non-increasing;
(3) For any n P N, the function n ÞÑ rpn,n is continuous.
Proof. As shown by Sublemma 5.2 (1), 0 ă rpn,npx, ξq ď 1 for any n P Sℓ´1, n P N
and px, ξq P T ˚Td, and thus 0 ă rpn,n ď 1.
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Let n P Sℓ´1 be fixed. For any px, ξq P T ˚Td and n,m P N, by (5.7) we have
rpn,n`mpx, ξq “ ÿ
x“Tn`my
An`mpyq
«
g
`
Fn`m
n,y pξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s
“
ÿ
x“Tnz
ÿ
z“Tmy
AnpzqAmpyq
«
g
`
Fm
n,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s «
g
`
Fn
n,z
`
Fm
n,ypξq
˘˘
g
`
Fmn,ypξq
˘ ff2s
ď
ÿ
x“Tnz
Anpzq
ÿ
z“Tmy
Ampyq
«
g
`
Fm
n,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s
“
ÿ
x“Tnz
Anpzq rpn,mpz, ξq ď rpn,m ÿ
x“Tnz
Anpzq “ rpn,m.
Hence, rpn,n`m “ sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
rpn,n`mpx, ξq ď rpn,m. This proves that the sequence
trpn,nunPN is non-increasing.
Let n P N be fixed. To show that the function n ÞÑ rpn,n is continuous, it suffices
to show that the family
tn ÞÑ rpn,npx, ξq : px, ξq P T ˚Tdu Ă C0pSℓ´1q
is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. The uniform boundedness is already
given by Sublemma 5.2 (1). The equicontinuity follows from that
sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
ˇˇˇˇ B
Bn rpn,npx, ξq
ˇˇˇˇ
“ sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq
2s
“
g
`
Fnn,ypξq
˘‰2s´1
rgpξqs2s rDg
`
F
n
n,ypξq
˘stWnpyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď2|s| sup
px,ξqPT˚Td
ÿ
x“Tny
Anpyq
«
g
`
Fnn,ypξq
˘
gpξq
ff2s }Dg} ¨ n}DT }}Dτ}
g
`
Fn
n,ypξq
˘
ď2n|s|}Dg}}DT }}Dτ} rpn,n ď 2n|s|}Dg}}DT }}Dτ} ă 8.
Here we have used (5.3), (5.4), (4.8) and the following properties of gpξq (see (4.2)):
gpξq ě 1 for any ξ P Rd and }Dg} “ supξPRd |Dgpξq| ă 8. 
Sublemma 5.4. Suppose τpxq is not an essential coboundary over T . For any
n P Sℓ´1, there is n0pnq P N such that for any px, ξq P T ˚Td, |Fn0pnqn,y pξq| ą 2R for
some y P T´n0pnqpxq.
Proof. Let us argue by contradiction. If this sublemma does not hold for some
n˚ P Sℓ´1, then for any n P N, there is pxn, ξnq P T ˚Td such that |Fnn˚,ypξnq| ď 2R
for any y P T´npxnq. In fact, we further have
(5.8) |Fk
n˚,ypξnq| ď 2R for any y P T´npxnq and 0 ď k ď n,
since otherwise if |Fk
n˚,ypξnq| ą 2R for some 0 ď k ă n, then by (5.6), |Fnn˚,ypξnq| “
|Fn´k
n˚,Tky
pFk
n˚,ypξnqq| ě γ`12 |Fkn˚,ypξnq| ą 2R. Note that in particular, |ξn| ď 2R.
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For y P T´npxnq and 0 ď k ď n, denote
(5.9) ĂWn˚,kpyq “ rpDyT kqts´1Wn˚,kpyq “ k´1ÿ
j“0
rpDT jyT k´jqts´1rDT jyτ stn˚.
Using (5.3) and then (5.8), we can writeˇˇˇ
pDyT kqt
´
ξn `ĂWn˚,kpyq¯ˇˇˇ “ ˇˇpDyT kqtξn `Wn˚,kpyqˇˇ “ ˇˇFkn˚,ypξnqˇˇ ď 2R.
By (1.1), we have
(5.10)
ˇˇˇ
ξn `ĂWn˚,kpyqˇˇˇ ď 2R
γk
, for any y P T´npxnq, 0 ď k ď n.
We would like to rewrite ĂWn˚,kpyq in terms of xn as follows. Suppose the degree
of the expanding endomorphism T : Td Ñ Td is N . We denote
ΣnN “ ti “ pi1, i2, . . . , inq : ij “ 0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u, 1 ď n ď 8.
Let T´1
0
, T´1
1
, . . . , T´1N´1 be the inverse branches of T . Given x P Td and i P ΣnN , we
denote T´j
i
x “ T´1ij . . . T´1i1 x, which is well-defined whenever 0 ď j ď n ď 8 and j
is finite. We then define
(5.11) Vn˚,kpi, xq :“
kÿ
j“1
Dx
”
τpT´j
i
pxqq ¨ n˚
ı
“
kÿ
j“1
rpD
T
´j
i
x
T jqts´1pD
T
´j
i
x
τqtn˚.
for any 1 ď k ď n ď 8 and k is finite.
Note that
(5.12)
8ÿ
j“m
ˇˇˇ
rpD
T
´j
i
x
T jqts´1rD
T
´j
i
x
τ stn˚
ˇˇˇ
ď }Dτ}
8ÿ
j“m
γ´j Ñ 0 as mÑ8,
and the convergence is uniform. That is, the sequence tVn˚,kpi, xqu81 is uniform
Cauchy. Hence Vn˚,8pi, xq is well-defined as in (5.11) for all x P Td and i P Σ8N .
Denote Vn˚pi, xq “ Vn˚,8pi, xq. We have
(5.13) lim
kÑ8
Vn˚,kpi, xq “ Vn˚pi, xq for any x P Td, i P Σ8N ,
and the convergence is uniform. Moreover, by (5.12), for any n ą 0,
(5.14)
ˇˇ
Vn˚,npi, xq ´ Vn˚pi, xq
ˇˇ ď }Dτ}
γnp1´ γq .
Comparing (5.9) and (5.11), we seeĂWn˚,npyq “ Vn˚,npi, xq whenever y “ T´ni pxq.
Hence by (5.10) and (5.14), for any n P N,
|ξn ` Vn˚pi, xnq| ď
ˇˇ
ξn ` Vn˚,npi, xnq
ˇˇ` ˇˇVn˚,npi, xnq ´ Vn˚pi, xnqˇˇ
ď2R
γn
` }Dτ}
γnp1´ γq .
(5.15)
Since the sequence tpxn, ξnqu lies in the compact subdomain U2R :“ tpx, ξq : |ξ| ď
2Ru of T ˚Td, there is an accumulation point px˚, ξ˚q. Choosing subsequences if
necessary, we take nÑ8 and obtain from (5.15) that Vn˚pi, x˚q “ ´ξ˚, regardless
of the choice for i P Σ8N .
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For any x P Td, take w P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u such that x “ T´1w pTxq. For any
i P Σ8N , we can directly check (5.11) (when k “ 8) to get
(5.16) pDxT qtVn˚pwi, T xq “ Vn˚pi, xq ` pDxτqtn˚.
By Claim 1 below, we know that Vn˚pi, xq is independent of i for any x P Td.
Hence, we can define a function Vn˚ : T
d Ñ Rd by
Vn˚pxq “ Vn˚pi, xq, for any i P Σ8N ,
and thus (5.16) is rewritten as
(5.17) pDxT qtVn˚pTxq “ Vn˚pxq ` pDxτqtn˚.
By Claim 2 below, which asserts that the 1-form on Td given by Vn˚pxq ¨ dx is
exact, there is a potential function u such that ∇xu “ Vn˚pxq. Alternatively, we
can define the function u : Td Ñ R by
upxq “
ż
Γ0,x
Vn˚pzq ¨ dz, x P Td,
where Γ0,x is any smooth path in T
d from 0 “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q to x.
On both sides of (5.17), we replace x by tx, take the dot product with x and
integrate with respect to t from 0 to 1, then we getż
Γ1
T0,Tx
Vn˚pzq ¨ dz “
ż
Γ0
0,x
Vn˚pzq ¨ dz `
ż
Γ0
0,x
pDzτqtn˚ ¨ dz,
where Γ00,x :“ ttx : 0 ď t ď 1u, and Γ1T0,Tx :“ tT ptxq : 0 ď t ď 1u. In other words,
we have
upTxq ´ upT0q “ upxq ´ up0q ` n˚ ¨ τpxq ´ n˚ ¨ τp0q.
Note that up0q “ 0. Let c “ n˚ ¨ τp0q ´ upT0q, then we get
n˚ ¨ τpxq “ c´ upxq ` upTxq,
which contradicts to the fact that τpxq is not an essential coboundary over T . 
Remark 5.5. We would like to mention that Faure and Weich constructed a func-
tion similar to (5.11) in [24], Proposition 4.9, which plays an important role in the
study of asymptotic spectral gap for open partially expanding systems.
Claim 1. Suppose that there exists a point px˚, ξ˚q such that Vn˚pi, x˚q “ ´ξ˚,
regardless of the choice for i P Σ8N . Then for any x P Td, Vn˚pi, xq is independent
of i, that is, Vn˚pi, xq “ Vn˚pi1, xq for all i, i1 P Σ8N .
Proof. Taking x “ T´1w x˚ in (5.16) for some w P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u, we get
Vn˚pi, T´1w x˚q “ ´pDT´1w x˚T qtξ˚ ´ rDT´1w x˚τ stn˚.
The right hand side is independent of i, and hence Vn˚pi, T´1w x˚q “ Vn˚p0, T´1w x˚q,
where 0 “ p0, 0, . . . q P Σ8N .
Inductively, one can show that Vn˚pi, xq “ Vn˚p0, xq for all x P
Ť8
n“1 T
´npx˚q
and thus for all x P Td, since the set Ť8n“1 T´nx˚ is dense in Td. 
Claim 2. The 1-form on Td given by
Vn˚pxq ¨ dx “ V 1n˚pxqdx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` V dn˚pxqdxd
is exact.
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Proof. We first show that Vn˚pxq ¨ dx is a closed 1-form, which is equivalent to
showing that for any x P Td,
(5.18)
B
BxiV
j
n˚
pxq “ BBxj V
i
n˚
pxq, 1 ď i ď j ď d.
Indeed, by (5.13) and Claim 1, V j
n˚,k
pi, xq converges uniformly to V j
n˚
pi, xq “ V j
n˚
pxq
as k Ñ 8. By similar calculation as in (5.12), we have that BBxiV
j
n˚,k
pi, xq con-
verges uniformly as k Ñ 8, and hence BBxiV
j
n˚
pxq “ lim
kÑ8
B
Bxi
V
j
n˚,k
pi, xq. We see
from (5.11) that for each k P N and any i P Σ8N , the 1-form Vn˚,kpi, xq ¨ dx “
d
´řk
j“1 τpT´ji pxqq ¨ n˚
¯
is exact and hence closed. Thus,
B
BxiV
j
n˚,k
pi, xq “ BBxj V
i
n˚,kpi, xq, 1 ď i ď j ď d,
from which (5.18) follows by taking k Ñ8.
Now we show that Vn˚pxq ¨dx is exact. Since Vn˚pxq ¨dx is closed, it is sufficient
to prove that for any x “ px1, x2, . . . , xdq P Td and 1 ď k ď d,
(5.19)
ż 1
0
V k
n˚
px1, . . . , xk´1, t, xk`1, . . . , xdq dt “ 0.
To see this, by (5.11) and Claim 1, we rewrite for arbitrary M P N,
Vn˚pxq “
1
NM
ÿ
iPΣM
N
Vn˚pi08, xq
“ 1
NM
ÿ
iPΣM
N
Vn˚,M pi08, xq ` 1
NM
ÿ
iPΣM
N
rVn˚pi08, xq ´ Vn˚,M pi08, xqs
“ 1
NM
Mÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPΣj
N
Dx
”
τpT´1ij . . . T´1i1 pxqq ¨ n˚
ı
` 1
NM
ÿ
iPΣM
N
rVn˚pi08, xq ´ Vn˚,M pi08, xqs
“ : In˚pxq ` Jn˚pxq.
Here we denote i08 “ pi1, i2, . . . , in, 0, 0, . . . q P Σ8N for any i “ pi1, i2, . . . , inq P ΣMN .
On one hand, let Ik
n˚
be the k-th component of In˚ , thenż 1
0
Ik
n˚
px1, . . . , xk´1, t, xk`1, . . . , xdqdt
“ 1
NM
Mÿ
j“1
ÿ
iPΣj
N
ż 1
0
B
Bxk
”
τpT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, t, xk`1, . . . , xdqq ¨ n˚
ı
dt
“ 1
NM
Mÿ
j“1
n˚ ¨
ÿ
iPΣj
N
”
τpT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, 1, xk`1, . . . , xdqq
´ τpT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, 0, xk`1, . . . , xdqq
ı
“ 1
NM
Mÿ
j“1
n˚ ¨
” ÿ
iPΣj
N
τpT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, 1, xk`1, . . . , xdqq
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´
ÿ
iPΣj
N
τpT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, 0, xk`1, . . . , xdqq
ı
“ 0.
The last term must vanish since tT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, 0, xk`1, . . . , xdq : i P
ΣjNu and tT´1ij . . . T´1i1 px1, . . . , xk´1, 1, xk`1, . . . , xdq : i P ΣjNu are just two represen-
tations for the set of all j-th pre-images of the point px1, . . . , xk´1, 0, xk`1, . . . , xdq “
px1, . . . , xk´1, 1, xk`1, . . . , xdq in Td.
On the other hand, by (5.12) and (5.13), the convergence Vn˚,M pi08, xq Ñ
Vn˚pi08, xq is uniform in i and x as M Ñ 8. By choosing M large enough, the
integral of the k-th component of Jn˚px1, . . . , xk´1, t, xk`1, . . . , xdq with respect to
t from 0 to 1 is arbitrary small and hence 0. It follows that (5.19) holds. 
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